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Abstract 

From Watchful Eye to Bureaucratie Formaiity: The Evaluation of Teacher 
Performance in Ontario from 1870 to the present 
M A  1999 
Jennifer Watt 
Department of Theory and Policy Studies 
Ontario Institute of Studies in Education of the University of Toronto 

This document presents a synthesis of trends fiom 1870 to 1999 in teacher evaluation in 

the Ontario school system which includes four eras which overlap each other and are not 

so fixed as these rough tirne fiames suggest: the "inspection era" (1 WOs-l9ûûs); 

the "scientific evduation" era (1 920s- 1 930s); the "humanist assessment" era (1 960s-early 

1970s); and the "business oriented, back to basics" performance review era of the 1990s. 

It is argued that explicit and implicit purposes of teacher evaluation have not s ignif icdy 

changed and that classroom observation is stil the main source of data in evaluaîing 

t eacher e ffectiveness. 

An examination foilows of 20 teacher reports dating fiom 1982- 1998, fkom one Ontario 

school board. Issues in the data include: the effect of gender in the report, the lack of 

consistent use of criteria, the non-critical tone of the reports and the use of questionable 

criteria. 

The author concludes with a review of new research advocating increased teacher 

autonomy dong with a critique of the conservative political c h a t e  that resists 

progressive changes. 



Setting the Stage-Problem Statement 

In my fkst year of teaching, I remember that moment of dread when 1 was informeci, by memo, of 

my impending teacher's evaluation. How was 1 to demonstrate my dedication, professionalism and 

talent in one 75-minute lesson observed by my principal? I was given a prescnbed format in which 

to summarize my lesson for the administratoi-. Headings on the required form Listeci topic, 

resources, strategies, modifications and assessrnent and evaluation as the bais  of the 15 minute 

pre-conference that was to occur before the actual event. I recail an inordinate amount of effort 

being pIaced into the preparation for this one lesson. Admittedly with insufficient regard for 

professionalism, other teachers coached me on their technique of misleading their students into 

believing that the principal's purpose in attending the class was to monitor student performance. 

These teachers assured me that this was a foolproof way to ensure the student's best behaviour 

resulting in a glowing report fkom the principal. 

Teachers enjoy relating, and perhaps exaggerating, both the comedic and homfic stones of ill-fated 

evaluations that fiequently involved students who declared in the middle of a flawfess lesson, 

"Why don? you always teach us this way?". The stories varied fiom the humorous to the pathetic 

invoIving rigid inspectors and principals who cornrnented, in an official written report, about the 

perspiration stains on the teachefs shirts, the lack of recent student work displayed on the bulletin 

boards or the teacher's inability to use coloured chalk effectively. Other colleagues claimed that 

they taught the sarne perfected genenc lesson to new administrators year after year. Presumably, 

this masterpiece of a lesson plan never failed to impress. 

Depending on a teachefs prior expenences, he or she will have a range of emotions regarding 

classroom observation. At one extreme is resentfbl acceptance while the other extreme is an 

enthusiastic willingness to display one's professional expertise and skills. 1 can honestly state that 1 

can't recall in detail anything about my evaluations over the past ten years except the stress that 

accornpanied them. And 1 was in good Company - teachers who had been in the profession over 20 

years seemed unduly anxious by this procedure. 1 felt somewhat like a primate at the zoo, with a 

presurned expert in anima1 behaviour checkhg off boxes and taking copious notes regarding my 

conduct. In other cases, the evaluator just "dropped by", sat for a few minutes to observe or 

converse with the students about the lesson and then they left. No matter how glowing and 



complirnentary the report, 1 always felt a bit uneasy and suspicious of this process. Educational 

studies have consistently reported that summative evaluations including classroom observations 

and written reports represent a psychological endpoint or final decision that causes a sense of 

anxiety and senousness, whether or not these feelings are justified @aresh & Playko, 1995). How 

exactly did these "endpoint" procedures benefit my students or aid my professionai growth? It is 

with this set of concerns that 1 decided to research the historical development of teacher evaluation 

in Ontario, the major trends found in its purposes and techniques, and to what degree, if at dl ,  

teacher evaiuation serves as a valuable tool of education. 

Research Methodo Iogy 

My main purpose in reviewing both the histonc literahire as well as crïtiquing modem documents 

f?om one specific urban public school board in eastem Ontario is to assess teacher evaiuation from 

both histoncal and contemporary perspectives. A cornparison of the main educational paradigms 

in Ontario fkom the 1870s to specific information about the trends and expenences of teacher 

evaluation found in each time period wili reveai any viable comection between the histoncal and 

contemporary situations. Does a period of centrakation, consolidation and imposed socialization 

reflect itself in a specific policy such as teacher assessment? When pedagogical attitudes change 

and education becomes a more humanistic and progressive endeavor, do administrators radically 

alter teacher assessment policies to manifest these changes? 

Archival regdations and minutes from meetings at the Toronto School Board, annual inspector's 

reports to Directors of Education and readings on the history of education in Canada and Ontario 

were used to gain an understanding of major trends. Texts on supervision and teacher assessment 

were also considered in each time period: Appleton, 1897; Salisbury, 1912; Barr, 1938; Brown, 

1948; Ftower, 1958; Wilson, 1966; Netzer, 1970; Hoy & Miskel, 1996. My concern was to try to 

get a general pichire of the changes in teacher assessment in a period of over a century before 

undertaking an analysis of contemporary teacher evaluation reports. When information was 

lacking on Canadian trends, American sources are used. 1 have ignored some details and 

interesting comparative questions and perhaps blurred exact differences between teacher 

assessment in the United States and Canada My main objective was to examine educational 



attitudes and how they correspond to policies and practices that were found in nearly ail public 

schools in North America, both elementary and secondm in an attempt to detect the cornmon 

tendencies that have seemed to act upon teacher evaluation. A discussion of fïndings will attempt 

to reveal how the stated policy of teacher assessment of each era rnirrors educational paradigms. 

From the sources used, 1 identiQ four distinct patterns that have characterized educational 

theorists' attitudes towards the assesment of teacher performance IÏom the 1870s to the present 

and argue for the cessation of policies and procedwes of teacher assessment that are largely 

questionable in tenns of validity, reiiability and effective educational praciice. My evidence 

conceming contemporary policies used in teacher assessment is denved frorn one specific board in 

Ontario. By analyzing 20 written teaching reports resulting fiom the most current policy 

documents on teacher evaluation in one specific board and through several informai i n t e ~ e w s  

with teachers, department heads, principals and nipervisory officers employed with that Board, 1 

attempt to answer the following questions: "What are the stated purposes of teacher evaiuation?", 

"How have purpose and policies changed?", "Are the purposes and policies reflected in the product 

of teacher assessrnent reports?" and "Have the procedures that have been used in the past 

fûndamentally changed?" Lastly, and most importantly, "Do changes in purposes, policies and 

procedures reflect the major paradigms in educational and societal thought in Ontario?". Because 

the contemporary reports have been selected at random, and the nature of the written report as an 

official and confidential document, there are bound to be distortions in what was recorded. 

However, the written teacher evaluations serve as usefùl data conceming overall trends and 

highlight specific concems in the reporthg of a classroom observation as outlined by Board- 

generated guidelines and policies. Some anecdotal observations will be made in regards to teacher 

assessment procedures based on my personal experience and informal discussions as a teacher and 

department head within the same Board. 

Conceptual Frarnework 

The literature on Ontario educational history is vast, offering a multitude of conceptual fiameworks 

to consider. The literature on historical trends in teacher assessment is lacking, perhaps due to the 

fact that teacher files have not been maintained in archives d l  the 1950s in Toronto and 



surrounding boards. Secondary sources remain the main source of information. Several 

h e w o r k s  that 1 found usefiil in undertaking an examination of how teacher assessment is linked 

to overall educational movements are provided by educational and political theorists Beach and 

Reinhartz (1989), Candoli (1995) and Manzer (1994). Ail of these researchers have developed 

conceptual settings that attempt to define the evolution of the educational system as it responded to 

societal needs, values and attitudes. 

Car1 Candoli (1995), former Deputy Commissioner of Education for Texas, studied the historicd 

development of the duties of superintendents, concluding that major shifts such as the transition to 

a industriai society, the principles of scientific management, the human relations approach and the 

behavioural school of management all significantly changed s u p e ~ s o r y  roles. Candoli sees these 

Arnerican historic changes as dramatic and tumultuous, not the graduai evolution he initially 

hypothesized. The way s u p e ~ s o r s  were expected to monitor teachers altered according to 

changing educational beliefs. Industrialism and the resulting beliefs in scientific management 

theoretically tumed supervisors into managers who were checking for efficiency in their 

employees. The human relations and behaviouralist approach was meant to transform the 

supervisor into a partner and coach of the teacher through the assessment process. Candoli's 

analysis shows that developing educational philosophies led to new expectations in supervision. 1 

will argue that the "dramatic and tutnultous" change in the United States was more moderate in 

tone and slower in Pace in the Canadian educational expenence due, in part, to what Ronald 

Manzer identifies as our nation's inherent liberdism. 

Beach and Reinhartz' (1989) study also reveals that schools are a reflection of the values and 

attitudes of each generation. They align these major historical trends to educational supe~s ion .  

Beach and Reinhartz label the historic phases in Amencan education as: the colonial penod (1600- 

1865); the state and national period (1865-1910); the scientific and organizational period (1910- 

1 920); the pro feçsional and bureaucratie penod (1 920- 1 93 5); the progressive and cooperative 

penod (1935-1955); the change onented period (1955-1970); the clinical and accountability penod 

(1970-1980); and the managerial penod (1980 to the present). The ideas of these eras move in and 

out of each other, infom and illuminate each other. In short, there are no rigid bowidaries between 

them. These fluid historic phases, while more focused on specific legal changes in educational 



supervision, are more or less mirrored in the Canadian expenence. Canada struggled to create a 

public education system that focused on fostering civic and national identity. The desire for 

legitimizing a new and expensive system paired with changing technologies and a more diversifiecf 

economy led to the scientific and organizational periods in both Canada and the United States. 

Increased progressivisrn in education stirred signincant transformations in many schools in North 

America. Accountability and management are terms that are also gaining increasing acceptance in 

the Canadian educational lexicon. I have chosen to condense four of Beach and Reinhartz' periods 

(the scientific and professional and the clinical and managerial) hto two single entities for the 

purpose of stressing my assertion that practices in Ontario educational supervision tend to combine 

the attributes of these phases for longer periods of time. 

Canadian political scientist Ronald Manzer's (1994) conceptualizes how the education system 

responded to political change through the formation of specific policies. Manzer focuses on the 

school system as a major arena in the struggle for political power. It is within the educational 

sphere that citizens of a political democracy strive for "civic virtue, economic wealth, social 

integration, and cultural survival" (p. 3). Manzer sees Canadian public schools as based on liberal 

tenants that have changed theu focus in four major eras. These eras are: political liberalism, fiom 

the foundation of the public school system to the mid 19th cenhiry; economic iiberalisrn and 

accessibility in the early 20th century; ethical liberalism in the 1960s; and technological liberalism 

and the quest for educational excellent in the 1990s. Manzer's analysis is on legd policies in al1 

areas of education and does not consider supervision and teacher assessrnent The Canadian 

tendency towards liberalism and the philosophy of middle ground compromise in aspects of 

politics, law and culture has been noted by many Canadian theorists (e.g. Saul, 1998) and political 

scientists, such as Manzer, as an important part of our national identity. This fimdamental 

liberalism may distinguish our educational experiences fiom the United States and helps to explain 

our tendency to move more graduaily in accepting and implementing new educational ideas. 

Perhaps, our liberalist educational views could even be one of the main explanations for the lack of 

formal testing of non-tenured and tenured teachers. 

In reviewing the historical sources, I was stnick at how contentious the issue of the formal 

evaluation of teachers has been since the days of the dreaded, dl-powerfûl inspecter's annuai visits. 



Changes in societal beliefs have contributed to dennùig and redehing the purposes, procedures 

and foci of the evaluation of public school teachers but has done little to eliminate the debate on the 

usefulness of the procedure. These historic changes include increased centralization, 

standardization of teacher training and certification, the development of teaching unions and the 

demand for educational accountability. Al1 these factors have resulted in changes in teacher 

evaluation policies. Attempts at a more centralized school systern with standardized c ~ c u l u m  

have had a tendency to be reflected in teacher evaiuation policies that, in theory, were punitive and 

authontarian in nature. As teachers gained more professional status and strength in union 

organizations, evaiuation policies seemed to have become a more coiiaborative and supportive 

endeavor. 

In undertaking an analysis of the trends in teacher supervision in Ontario, the three noted historic 

iî-ameworks are usefiil in their identification of educational paradigms. Candoli (1995) as weli as 

Beach and Reinhartz (1989) focus on the changes in the American supervisory role while Manzer 

(1994) critiques Canadian political patterns as they were manifested in educational policy. The 

historical overview 1 offer applies specifically to the stated policies, procedures and practices of 

teacher performance assessment. A combination of the Beach and Reinhartz categorization of 

educational periods along with Manzer's identification of the Canadian liberalist tradition will be 

the basis of this analysis. Although my overview is organized chronoIogically, according to which 

trends I have identified as seeming the most prominent at the time, one or more of these trends 

might have been invoked at any time, depending on circurnstances. In other words, the situation 

was always more complex that this, or any, conceptual Gramework might appear. Nonetheless, the 

four historical trends may offer a usefiil heuristic for those attempting to rethink the evolution of 

teacher evaluation policies and procedures. 

The evaluation of teacher performance has been and still is a process that defines proper professional 

behaviour in a specific societal setting (Varga, 1991). The exact terminology used to define the 

process of a superior observing and judging a teacheis performance gives important clues to the 

educational views of a particular era. As the histonc examples iliustrate, "inspections" were 

fiequently autocratic excesses; "evaluations" impiied an unfounded scientific basis for the resulting 

judgments made of the teacher; "assessments" were a softer, process-oriented and humanist affair; 



"reviews" cornbined both the formative and summative purposes that are commonly found in the 

arena of business management. "Teacher testing" is now to be introduced in Ontario as  yet another 

shi fi in supervision and teacher assessment towards qualitative accountability (Toronto Star, April26, 

1999). These changes in the language of teacher evaluation are revealing when reviewing 

developments in the Ontario public school system beghmhg, with its foundation, in the 1870s. 

Regardless of new trends and attitudes being reflected in new policies, the procedure of fomal 

monitoring of teachers by their superiors has continued in much the same fashion as a century ago. 

I feel that there may be two main reasons revealed in primary accounts and in secondary andysis, 

one explicit and one implicit, that have ensured the continuation of forma1 teacher evaluation 

reports based soleIy on classroom observation. The first explicit reason is the pervasive belief held 

by some administrators, educators and even the general public that teacher evaluation is an 

important way to better education. Teacher evaluation is thought by some to ensure that effective 

teachers are given the responsibility of faciiitating learning for students. Ineffective teachers 

should be revealed, remediated, monitored or even dismïssed since they deter from educational 

goals. This belief seems to continue in some educational discussions despite conflicting research 

as to the effectiveness of teacher evaluation reports either as a tool to help teachers improve their 

practice or, in the most extreme cases, in helping to remove incornpetent teachers (Johnson, 1978). 

SecondIy, and perhaps more significantly, mandatory evaluation by classroom observation of 

contract (versus probationq) teachers may have an irnplicit purpose in maintaining a hierarchy of 

roles and a power structure (superintendent, principal, department head, teacher) that remains the 

n o m  in North Arnencan school systems (Wiebe, 1969; Finkelstein, 1974; Haefele, 1993). 

These two potential reasons, one pedagogical and one political, have helped to guide teacher 

evaluation policies in the public schools. If the reasons largely remain the same, what has changed 

since the 1870s in formal teacher assessment? One could speculate that the cntena for what makes 

an effective teacher have altered because of changing cultural attitudes. While the criteria for what 

rnakes an effective teacher have changed, purposes of teacher evaluation have seemed to stay 

constant over time while the main procedure used to collect the data has not evolved either. 

Classroom observation and the subsequent written report first employed over 120 years ago rem& 

as the most important tools used in teacher performance assessment in Ontario (Musella, 1988; 



Haefele, 1993). 

Educational Paradigms and Teacher Evaluation 

From a review of the literature on teacher evaluation, 1 identi@ four overall educational paradigm 

shifts in Canadian education. The following dates provide a helpfiil overall fiamework of the 

major changes regarding the monitoring of teachers through formal, written evaluation. To 

emphasize an eariier point, 1 recognize that the beliefs of one era often overlapped and flowed into 

the next, causing a unique hybrid of values. For ease of historicd analysis, however, the following 

four eras will be considered as separate units, complete with their own unique terminology, beliefs, 

standards and methods for teacher evaluation. 

The years fiom the 1870s through to the early 1920s could be named the "inspection era" in teacher 

evaluation and coincides with what Ronald Manzer (1 994) d e h  as the "political liberalism" era 

of education. This was a time of considerable economic growth in North America The 

corresponding growth in the education system resulted in fundamental political struggles over 

schools, teachers and curriculum. The 1920s to the late 1950s reflect society's increasing focus on 

scientific testing and new economic &ties. Canadian education waç in its "economic liberaiist" 

stage (Manzer, 1994). During this "evaluation era" of teacher competency, the United States, and 

Canada to a lesser degree, produced hundreds of psychological studies, statistical means and rating 

charts to assess student performance and teacher effectiveness (Barr, 1929). The "assessrnent era", 

which gathered strength in the late 1950s and carried through to the mid 1970s, focused on 

humanist and democratic educational theories in what Manzer defined as the "ethicai Iiberalism" 

stage of Canadian education. Manzer concludes that contemporary "technological liberaiism" is a 

political quest for educational excellence that is closely Linked to business interests. The current 

era is more difficult to define but the focus seems to be a peculiar combination often found in the 

business realm of top down inspection with humanist termuiology softened by humanist 

terminology. What follows is an elaboration on these generai points. 



1870s- 1920s: The Inspection Era of Supervision 

"The inspection era" was a trend in teacher assessrnent that was formalized in the 1870s with the 

formation of publicly funded schools in Ontario and continued to dominate many beliefs and 

practices concerning teacher evaluation into the early decades oi the twentieîh cenhiry. It was a 

t h e  characterized by a continuing political struggle for a centralized education system. The 

Reverend Egerton Ryerson and other Ontario reformers used legislative means to get previously 

autonomous school administrations into a more unifonn provincial education system. It was 

hoped that parents could be assured that teachers were adequately trained and monitored The 

shared aspirations and anxieties of a new middle class for an education system that would equal 

pnvate schools in granhg their children an inteliectual and economic footing with the elite in 

society united the movement led by Ryerson to establish universal tax-supported common schools 

(Phillips, 1957). Ryerson successfully promoted the importance of a public school system in 

maintaiaing and improving a civifized nation: "Education is a public good; ignorance is a public 

evil. What affects the public ought to be binding upon each individual composing it" (Ryerson 

cited in Houston, 1972). Provincial educational leaders continued to solidifj. their power Iargely 

through legislative means during this growth period, despite protests fiom local tmstees and 

promoters of private schools @anylewycz, 1986). By 1871, the Ontario legislature had passed an 

education act that required boards to provide schooling through local taxation. One critical 

rneasure used to maintain power over the newly accountable teachers was the process of annuai 

inspections carried out by prowicidly appointed superintendents. 

The duties of the superintendents in the early Ontario system were to distribute school funds in 

their area, examine, certifL and annul teaching certificates, reporting to the provincial 

superintendent, visiting the schools to give advice and direction to teachers and trustees as well as 

preparïng and delivering educational lectures to teachers (Houston & Prentice, 1988). Ryerson saw 

the local superintendents as  his "watch dogs" who would control the general principles and 

character of the school system. These school officiais increasingly used measures to ensure that 

the teachen performed their work as specified in the regdations that outlined their duties (Prentice 

& Theobald, 1991). 



The duties of teachers were increasing dramatically with the addition of a new cumiculum that 

included such diverse topics as morals and patriotism as well as hygiene and callisthenics (Wiebe, 

1969). A transfomation in the purpose of schooling fiom leamhg knowledge to forming morals 

redefined the relationship between teachers and students (Varga, 1991; Curtis, 1988; Jones & 

Williamson, 1979). Traditional curriculum and the relative autonomy of the single room 

schoolhouse teacher were challenged in this age of expansion. The school was now regarded as a 

means to perpetuate the ethics of early industrial Canada Teachers were supposed to inculcate 

their students with the values of obedience, nationalism, punctuaiity, respect for pnvate property 

and acceptance of one's place in a cornpetitive economic system (Finkeistein, 1975). This mission 

resulted in many superintendents trying to mode1 these same values in their dealings with teachers. 

The focus of educational observers moved fiom the students to teachers (Varga, 199 1). 

The Annual Reput? of the Toronto Public School Board of 1886 outlines procedures for ensurlng 

that teachers adhered to new rules and regulations: "Through local institutes, teachers were 

instructed in matters as personai as their tone of voice and as trivial as how many t h e s  to pull the 

rope when ringing the school bell, as well as in matters more clearly related to academic 

instruction" (Danylewycz, 1986, p. 70). Qualities such as the teacher's ability to "draw out the 

forces of his students in an economical and pleasing manner" dong with the teacher's "looks, 

gestures, expression and qualities of voice" were al1 identified as critical elements of a report 

(Department of Education, 1 855, cited in Curtis, 1988, p. 104). By-law 77(7) of the Toronto Public 

School Board stated the inspectors were to include in their reports such details as the tirne they 

spend in the classroom, the subjects take up and the proficiency of the pupils (Toronto School 

Board, 1896). Even principals were expected to "examine every ciass under his charge at l e s t  

once in each half yeai' (Toronto School By-Law 1 1 1(4), 1896). 

Why were teachers subject to such formalized scrutiny? One response is that the increase in 

enrolment and the lengthening of the penod of formal schooling placed teachers in a very 

important societal role. Teachers could no longer be "without due cultivation or what is worse . . . 
vulgar low-bred, vicious and intemperate" (Superintendent Charles Duncombe, 1831, cited in 

Cochrane, p. 130). The amount of autonomy that was to be given over to teachers was a 

fundamental issue. Teachers were taught their place in this newly emerging system. Educational 



experts would recommend the techniques of teaching as well as the appropriate curriculum while 

supe~tendents were supposed to monitor schools through observational reports that would lead to 

the continuation or termination of a teacher's contract. This policy was arguably an attempt to 

entrench the existing hierarchy of the schooI system. Teachers were to be reminded at best, or 

intimidated at worst, to adhere to the rules imposed on them by an administrative structure of 

trustees, directors and superintendents of education. 

School officials at al1 these levels introduced measures to ensure that teachers would perfonn their 

work as specified by the new regulatiom (Danylewycz & Prentice, 1992). Extracts fiom reports on 

the public school inspectors in Ontario in 1872 repeatedly comment on how most of the teachers 

visited were found "not in conformity" with educational regulations like the limit table and that 

their teaching methods were lacking: 

The question put by the Department, "What method of teaching is employed?" has 
sorely tried me. In over one-hdf the Schools there is no method, nor any knowledge of 
method. . . . The old rote system, if it deserves the name of system, is by far the most 
prevalent, and so long as this is the case it matters but Little what subjects are on the 
Limit Table. . . .Their pupils prattle learnedly, but know nothing. (Superintendent of 
the County of Norfold, 1 872, cited in Hodgins, p. 1 57) 

The Toronto Normal School was established in 1847, partly in a response by educational 

authonties to replace questionable teaching methods with standard foxmal teaching training (Varga, 

1991). The focus of teacher training was to include regulating professional behaviour "to implant 

in them the habits, skills, and the character structure appropnate to the morally forcefil teacher" 

(Curtis, 1988). One of the training texts of the tirne identified the level of physical control that 

teachers were expected to exert: "The voice and the eye constitute, unquestionably, fiilly one-half 

of the power of a trainer of the young. Thus a trainer's manner may be said to be 'half his fortune"' 

(Stow, 1854, cited in Curtis, 1988). 

J.G. Althouse, a noted Canadian educator and chief director of education for Ontario fiom 1944 to 

1948, claims that the years 1860-1880 saw the greatest advance in the history of school 

supervision. But these years were also characterized by the voices of hstrated teachers who 

resented being evaluated by superintendents who had no teaching experience. Superintendents in 

Ontario were paid 4 dollars per school with the average number of schools usually less than 25 



(Althouse, 1929). Only a person with another income, such as a doctor or a member of the clergy, 

would consider a job with such a negligible salary. Cornplaints that "crotchety inspectors . . . 
tyrannize over teachers" (cited in Althouse, 1929) were cornmonplace. Teachers were expected to 

"submit silently to the criticism of all" (Stow, 1854). Luckily for many nervous teachers, the 

reality was that many superintendents did not have the tirne, energy or compensation required to 

encourage them to visit many schools, let alone ail teachers. Superintendent William Hutton 

(1888) complained that the twice-a-year visits expected of him were too heavy a demand 

considering the geographical extent of his jurisdiction (Houston & Prentice, 1988). Urban teachers 

were inspectai more regularly the rurai teachers and so were subjected to closer controls. In 

Toronto, public school teachen found themselves visited b y various types of administrators: 

. . . an increasing number of specialists supervised the teaching of subjects like 
drawing, domestic science and drill. Schoolmistresses and some masters who taught 
for large urban boards were also visibly compartmentalized in the lower rungs of 
growing educational bureaucraties which subjected them to several levels of 
inspection, beguining with the school principal and ending with the district and 
provincial superintendency. (Prentice & Theobald, p. 145) 

Inspectoa rnight have had genuine cause for concem. If the infant Ontario public school system 

was to survive public scrutiny, teachers had to demonstrate results to their supenors. The 

inspectors recognized this power. One candidly admitted that, "the teacher makes the school, and 

the teacher alone" (cited in Stamp, 1982). Robert Stamp's (1982) research revealed that in 

Ontario in 1876, there were 6,196 teachers (3,405 female, 2,780 male). Less than one-third of 

them had a first-or second class provincial or county certification. The route to teaching 

certification was typically to attend the mode1 school where a 14 week course was al1 that was 

required before applying for a placement. There was a heavy turnover rate of teachers for a 

multitude of reasons including mariage or a retum to higher paying careers. Only one quarter of 

Ontario teachers that had graduated fkom mode1 schools would upgrade their qualifications at a 

normal school. It was not until 1906 that the normal school in Ontario was abolished and replaced 

for high school teachers by university aniliated faculties at Queen's and the University of Toronto. 

Inspectors that appeared in urban schools were supposed to have a copy of the "limit table" - the 

regulated time allowance for each subject in every class in the public schools. It was the duty of 

the inspecter to enforce the limit table (Althouse, 1923). Attempts to foi1 inspectors, who were 



sent to find a teacher off topic or out of sync with the regulations, led to the notorious practice of 

keeping a mode1 lesson handy for the inspecter's visit (Fleming, 1971). The possibility that the 

inspector might show up unannounceci at any time kept a majority of teachers in line with 

curriculum policies. Many inspectors explained that their surprise arrival was due to their desire to 

see the, "û-ue state of the schools, not what the teachers and trustees wanted to see'' (cited in 

Houston and Prentice, 1988, p. 144). Records show that a few brave male teachers, however, 

ignored or dismissed the insgector's visit. Robert Galbraith of Orangeville was disturbed that a 

teacher refused to interrupt a reading class when he was visiting. The teacher in question, when 

confi-onted, showed a "violent display of temper" and refused to do what the superintendent asked 

(cited in Houston & Prentice, 1988, p. 144). 

Clara Peterçon (1983), an Amencan educational historia found that teacher evaluation in these 

years was a very autocratie endeavour: "Supe~tendents were serving as inspectors rather than 

helpers: they laid down prescriptions regarding methods and materials, rather than providing 

teachers with a variety of methods and suggestions and a weaith of materials". Finding fault 

seemed to be the main purpose of inspection - even the most benevolent of inspectors 

acknowledged that one of their main functions was to make teachers confonn: "His attitude was 

usually austere and he gave the impression of being there to find something wrong and then to 

report it" (Robinson, 1972, p. 213). One infamous Toronto high school inspector, Dr. Seath, was 

noted for "dropping the temperature 10 degrees in any room he entered" (Robinson, 1972, p. 2 13). 

A teacher's educational views or divergent classroom expenences did not seem as consequential as 

his or her supenor's need to exercise control. 

A typical teacher's contract of the 1870s stipulated the subjects to be taught, procedures to be 

following and the discipline expected of both the teacher and the pupil. Contracts in Upper Canada 

commonly outlined duties as the teaching of spelling, reading and writing, arithmetic while 

maintahhg order and suppressing aü immoral habits and practices among the pupils (cited in 

Gidney, 1973)- Contracts said nothing about the responsibility of the school inspectors towards the 

teacher or the school (Prentice & Theobald, 1991). Inspectors at the tuni of the century, such as 

Toronto's Mr. Anglin, would never discuss his report with the teacher he had just inspected. His 

routine was to arrive five minutes after the lesson began, sit at the back and take notes in his report 



book before leaving five minutes before the end of the class. Teachers were left completely 

unaware of whether the inspector felt their work was excellent, competent or otherwise (Robinson, 

1974). 

Naturally there were some compassionate and supportive inspectors. One teacher in northem 

Ontario recalls how the inspector came in the second week of school and told the teacher to help 

the new immigrant students Iive in Canada and not to worry about covering al1 the c ~ c u l u m  

expectations in the limit table (Cochrane, 1981). In their report to the Chief Superintendent in 

1873, four inspectors of high schools complained about the eflects of centralized control: 

The hdividuality of some of o w  best Teachers is repressed, and their energies 
cramped, or fiozen, in the attempt, conscientiously made, to stretch, or contract, their 
methods to the prescribed form and dimensions. A thorough enthusiast has a more 
healthy and powefil influence over the youthfid mind than the most symmetrical 
paper Programme ever elaborated; and if great School Masters . . . are ever to be 
developed arnong us . . . some play must be allowed to varieties of method, of taste, or 
intellectual idiosyncrasy. (Hodgins, 1 908, p. 23 9) 

There is no doubt when reading the official reports that many of the local public school inspectors, 

like the principals who would follow them in later years, simply reported what they thought the 

Chief Superintendent wanted to how,  ofien giving sparse responses to specific questions that they 

had been asked to answer regarding school deficiencies (Houston & Prentice, 1988). Often the 

vague comment, " present teacher appears to be doing satisfactory work" (cited in Cochrane, 198 1 ), 

was the o d y  written record made of the visitation. 

It is perhaps not surprishg that a founding public school system that was trying to justi@ its 

existence by convincing the general population of its need would advocate methods of instruction 

and administration in both common and grammar schools that stressed order, unifonnity and 

regimentation (Appleton, 1897; Salisbury, 1912). The teacher's delivery of a set c ~ c u l u m  was 

expected to be a mode1 of systematic precision and efficiency: "The industrial concept of 

efficiency seems to have been adopted almost intact for use in the field of education" (Peterson, 

1982). One teacher, who delivered lessons that included content that was a year ahead of the 

mandated curriculum, was thwarted by an inspector. When questioned as to why he was not 

adhering to the regulations, the teacher explained that he felt it was a good idea to give the students 



more challenging work The response from the inspector to this innovative yet nonconforming 

teacher was very clear: "Don't you do any more thinking; the Education Department is supposed to 

do the thinking" (cited in Stamp, 1982). 

As public education approached the hun of the century, ratings of teachers were commonly used 

which were based on highly persondized anecdotal commentary made by the inspector. Rating 

methods, such as checklists were sometimes used to evaluate components of the teaching process 

(organization of day book, tidiness of classroom and methods of presentation) while the rnajority of 

reports consisted of subjective observations noting the discipline, interest and respect for the 

teacher that students displayed (Peterson, 1982; Varga, 1991). Often the most important item 

judged in an inspection was how effectively the teacher maintained order in the classmom 

(Baldwin, 1897; Peterson, 1982). Sornetimes, an extremely thorough report was written after the 

observation: 

No defect in the manner, tone of voice, or grammar, is overlooked. Every 
mispronunciation, error, or defect in stating the successive points of the subject of the 
lesson, want of picturing out, or failure in securing the attention of the children during 
these exercises, is plainly expressed. (Stow, p. 350-51) 

Comments found in the training register reveal M i  Baker (1887) who made the, "sound of 'nt 

incorrect", John Forbes (1871-74) who, "speaks low and gnifny", Emma Scott (1883-85) who, 

"taiks too fast . . . voice monotonous" and Miss Weller (1871-74) who "ailowed poetry to be read 

in a sing Song manner" (cited in Varga, 1991, p. 22). These comments illustrate that the type of 

teaching behaviours valued by some rigid administrators. Many of these comments were so trivial, 

personal and of questionable worthiness that they reveai more about authoritarian excesses that 

they do about teaching performances. These reports demonstrate how the supervisor was perhaps 

modeling the same type of power over the teacher as the teacher was supposed to exert on the 

students. 

In the United States, common assumptions about authoritarian supervision were articulated in 1875 

by William H. Payne, a superintendent of Michigan schools. He viewed teachers not as 

professionals, but as workers who followed the economic laws espoused by the rapidly growing 

industrial society: 



It is thus seen that the work of instruction folIows the Iaw which prevails in al1 othet 
industries-differentiation, classification, system; and as in a complicated system of 
manufacture, while each workman is held responsible for the general results, so in an 
extended system of instruction there should be a responsible head. (cited in Peterson, 
1982, p. 30) 

The responsible head was the inspecter of schools rnaintained the authority to teil the teacher how 

to do his or her job effectively and efficiently as modeled by military and industrial standards. 

Many Canadian industrialists shared the view that the school must train a child to understand "his 

economic and social place and responçibilities in o u  present, highly organized, industrial society" 

(cited in Stamp, 1982)- 

By 1869, the Ontario Department of Education formalized observation procedures by publishhg 

guidelines for using Training Registers to obsenre and evaluate normal school trainees. The 

guidelines included a lengthy List of characteristics to be evaluated: preparation, fluency, marner, 

energy, accuracy, watchfulness, mode of posing questions, mode of receiving answers, correction 

of errors, power of giving explmation, thoroughness, effectiveness and the generd value of a 

lesson (Varga, 1991). An overall rating, fiom one for "great excellence" to six for "complete 

failure", was to be entered under each category for each lesson taught. The movement fiom 

anecdotal comments to numencal ratings had begun. 

Attitudes concerning teacher effectiveness and the role of the supervisor in assuring teacher 

effectiveness in Ontario were of€en first articulated and popularized south of the border, Josiah 

Pickard (1890) wrote a popular Amencan educational book, School Supervision, in which he 

describes the most important job of the superintendent as monitoring, directing and controlling a 

teaching force that could not yet be considered as true professionals: 

The importance of s u p e ~ s i o n  has grown out of the specialization of labour. Each 
labourer, becomes through his labour, perfect in the work to which he is assigned, and 
is thus confhed in a narrow field. The labourer knows that his employer expects of him 
the best results possible for him to attain. He has accepted his place in the plan and he 
knows it is a small part of a great plan. (cited in Paterson, 1982, p. 32) 

This factory mode1 was adapted to the American school system as recognized in Beach and 

Reinhartz' (1 989) study of supervision - students and teachers were often socialized into their 



subservient roles. The teacher was the expert on student behaviour and leaniing while the 

inspecter was the expert on pedagogy a d  instructional methods. 

Teachers, like macbinists, were felt to need regular inspection to reinforce the scientific 

management model. As articulated by the "father of scientific management" Frederick Taylor 

(191 l), teachers, like workers, are "motivated by economics and limited by physiology, needed 

constant direction" (as quoted in Hoy & Miskel, 1996). In the United States, Boyce (1915) and 

Bobbitt (1913) claim that they could scientifically appraise teacher effectiveness by observing and 

measuring teacher behaviour in the class and then applying the t h e  and motion studies of Taylor 

to them (Adelman, 1989). 

The need to provide administrative "experts" with the necessary power and control over workers 

was analyzed by the Amencan educator and historian, Lawrence Cremin (1961). He characterizes 

education as a reflection of both the schooi's presumed expertise and a modem society's rational 

differentiation of fiinctions. The education "system" should be nui as a fhely tuned factory whose 

survival depended on defined power roles. The corporate model of governance, complete with 

many layers of administrative experts, would keep subordhate teachers "in line" (Tyack, 1987). 

The 1870s to the early decades of the twentieth century demonstrate a rnovement towards a factory 

mode1 of teacher evaluation throughout North Amencan public SC ho01 boards (Callahan, 1976; 

Tyack, 1987). Autocratie inspections were fkequently used and perceived as a punitive method to 

control teachers and to serve as a reminder of their lowly status as a worker. As the Canadian 

historian W. G. Fleming (1971) observes, although even trained administrators could not reach 

consistent verdicts about the quality of teacher performance as evidenced in a single lesson, 

teachers were considered labourers who needed overseeing. Their lowly status was revealed by the 

belief that an extemai authonty had to maintain centralized educational beliefs through direct 

inspection and constant monitoring (House, 1989). Some educational historians dso view the use 

of written evaluations as  a socialization process that is "deeply penetrating, more total as the 

surveillance becomes more invisible" (Berstein, 1975, p. 122). Perhaps socialization was the key 

factor in developing an increasingly standardized form of teacher evaiuation. The criteria for what 

made a good teacher were not yet clearly stated in evaluation policies, but the method of classroom 



observation, the existence of regdations like the limit table and the use of written comments were a 

powerfil way to mould teachers into what society demanded of the job. 

In these years of early universal education, teaching was not generally viewed as a genuine 

profession. One Canadian analysis stresses that the influx of young women into the profession was 

one of the main factors in the resulting devaluing of the work even for experienced males (Prentice 

& Theobald, 1991). The social views of the day can expiain some of the condescension in teaching 

reports as well as patemal visitations by inspectors to make sure that women were teaching in a 

competent mamer. One teacher lamenteci in her journal, "1 am not sure which inspecter thought 

my long, brown divided riding skia, made of corduroy, and my spurs, was not a suitable costume 

for this classroom, but 1 could not bring a dress, there was no place to change in a one-room 

school" (cited in Cochrane, p. 129). Ryerson himself at the end of his career had to deal with 

supe~tendents who were "troublesome . . . and had little use for what he [the superintendent] 

considered to be poorly trained 'Female Teachers'" (cited in Houston & Prentice, 1988). In their 

study of the Ontario school system Susan Houston and Alison Prentice found that local school 

people complained of superintendents who were prejudiced, who were illiterate, or who based their 

reports on 'hearsay' rather on 'actual inspection'. 

In addition to their classroom duties, teachers were expected to increase thek professional 

knowledge. Inspectors' reports lamented the lack of professional reading teachers did aside fiom 

the officia1 Journal of Educution (Hodgins, 1908). Danylewycz and Prentice's (1 986) study of the 

emerging school systems of nineteenth century central Canada revealed that during the holidays, 

after school hours and on weekends, teachers were urged to attend provincially or locally organized 

classes and institutes, "to learn not only the new subjects but the more modem methods of 

instruction and classroom management popularized by the 'new education' movement of the 

period" (p. 287). These extracurricular courses, which were voluntary at M, soon became a 

standard part of a teacher's workload, further adding to an inspecter's potential critena for what 

made a competent teacher. This practice of reporting on a teacher's involvement in extracurricular 

activities, both in student activities as well as those for professional development, has become a 

problematic part of teacher evaluation which continues in the present. Unpaid labour had now 

become a routine part of what was considered a valid assessrnent of teacher effectiveness. 



When considering how the public school system fiuctuated during its infancy, with its lack of 

resources, trained teachers, the concem of the public and the radicai changes in curriculum and 

educational law at this tirne, one can understand why administrators often behaved autocraticaily. 

The educational views which caiied for administrative organization and centrakation of 

curriculum in Ontario schools also demanded unifonnity in teacher's duties in the classroom 

(Manzer, 1994). In an age where the cornmoniy used student texts, the Canadian, Royal and 

Ontario readers stressed "an omnipotent and omniscient God . . . the virtues of persistence, 

obedience and truthhhess, (that) idleness and laziness were particularly si- . . . . " (Stamp, 

1 982), teachers were expected to mode1 these exemplary traits and maintain the status quo. 

Regardless of the push for system-wide control and order, even contemporary jcumalists claimed 

that teachers were too rigidly subordinated "to the autocratie fist of an almost irresponsible 

inspectorate" (cited in S tamp, 1982). Sandiford's (1 91 8) s w e y  of Canadiau education at the end 

of the First World War found that subjects outside the official syllabus could not be taught: "A few 

enlightened inspectors permit teachers to fit the course of study to local conditions, but this is the 

exception and against the mie; no latitude in regard to the course of study is the order of the day" 

(p. 89). A disturbing part of the history of inspection of teachers, is that many of these early 

attitudes and procedures do not appear to substantially altered in over a century of educationai 

change. Regardless of the occasional inspecter who was more humanist in his approach, the main 

trends of centralized power, externally detemillied standards and uniforrnity were fiequently found 

in both administrative attitudes towards teachers and, consequently, in the criteria that were 

supposed to guide teacher evaluations. 

1920~4950s: The Scientific and Techntilogical Era of Supervision 

The next transformation in attitudes and theones of teacher evaluation paralleled the shift in 

teacher's status fiom that of labourer to practitioner or professional. This change was due in part to 

the increase in teachers' qualifications and training as well as the development of effective 

teachers' unions fighting in the politicai arena for increases in teacher autonomy, rights and pay 

(Johnson, 1968). M e r  Worid War 1 teachers' anger at their low pay and status motivated 



successful union organization. Between 191 8-1920, the Federation of Women Teachers, the 

Teachers' Association of Ontario, the Ontario Secondary School Teachers' Federation and the 

Ontario Public School Men Teachers' Federation were formed and successfiilly obtained salary 

increases, collective bargainhg rights and secure tenure for its mernbers (Stsmp, 1982). The 

booming economy of a post-war Canada made it a good tirne for teachers to flex their collective 

muscle. Some teachers became more openly cntical of the ministry's focus on patriotic instruction, 

immigrant assimilation and the checking of subversive political ideas (Stamp, 1982). 

Teacher training in al1 provinces became more demanding. C.E. Phillips' (1957) research into the 

development of education in Canada found that between 1900 and 1940, the minimum 

qualifications for admission to training school was r a i d  across Canada to four or five years of 

secondary education. The Ontario normal school exam now included, dong with the history of 

education, school management and teaching methods, practice teaching reports and the psychology 

and science of education (Phillips, 1957). 

A newly emerging trend in society was a fundamental belief in science, especially in terms of 

quantitative measurements and categorization as po werful means to "improve" social institutions. 

Understanding of scientific method included a science-inspired theory of causation that was 

applied to history, politics, philosophy and economics (Lawr, 1972). It is interesting to note that 

pnor to 1905, no significant research studies had been conducted of teacher evaluation (Peterson, 

1982). In sharp contrast, the early twentieth century gave nse to a multitude of studies, especially 

in the United States, that investigated the application of scientific management and psychological 

theories on teachers and teaching. 

The findings of Amencan educator and psychologist Edward Thomdike (1 905- 191 1) and the 

French psychologist M e d  Binet (1904) in the early part of the century on assessrnent of 

intelligence were increasingly applied to the wodd of education. North America. j o d s  of 

education at the tirne dealt almost exclusively with issues of nature-nurture, concepts of 

intelligence, aptitude and achievement (Church, 1971). The nsing prestige of scientific 

measurement was to have substantial consequences in education. John Dewey, one of the leadhg 

contributors to progressivism in education, wamed that, "the educational process has two sides-one 



psychological and one sociological-and neither can be subordinated to the other, or neglected, 

without evil results following" (quoted in Fleming, p. 13, 1971). Dewey would have been 

dismayed at the pervasive focus on the psychological aspects of educational testing at this t h e .  

A campaign began to justify and leadership practices through an application of the new educational 

science (Brown, 1948; Church, 1971). A burgeoning educational bureaucracy was looking for new 

theories that would justifjr the importance of its role. Politicians also hüned ta educational science 

for statistical measurements and scientinc data to rationalize an ever expanding hancial 

cornmitment to universal education: "By the 1920s govemment expenditures on education 

continued to surpass expenditirres on all other social activities and had come to rivai govemment 

expenditures on economic activities" (Manzer, p. 1 18). Both business interests and organized 

labour reorganized costly public education to fit their needs of occupational selection for an 

industrialized economy. This new focus on class specific and class divided education policies led 

to more provincial examinations as well as occupational class-structured programs (Manzer, 1994). 

In Ontario, the new stress on science and technology led to changes to types of student programs 

with the introduction and development of separate vocational programs that differentiated between 

academic and general education. In 1922-23 there were 286 teachers in vocational schools; by 

1927-28 there were 660 (Weir & Matthews, 1997, p. 10). The pubiic schools had become more 

efficient in terms of streaming students that entered the system. 

Perhaps, the most questionable reason for the acceptance of "educational science" was to justify the 

institutionalized placement of children into educational experiences that would sort workers. A 

cornpetitive system of leaming that stressed punctuality, regularity, cornpetition and that rewarded 

individual ment only helped to legitimizing inequalities among and between students (Finkelstein, 

1991). The 1920 School Attendance Act in Ontario generated a system in which al1 classes of 

children were expected to be educated. Educational testing, vocational instruction and 

extracurricular activities were created explicitly to socialize and sort these new types of students, 

especially immigrant children, who had been brought into the system by egalitarian educational 

Iaws (Pennachio, 1986). A teacher was, "expected to supervise a host of new extracurricular 

activities, offer vocational guidance to his pupils, keep in touch with the burgeoning commercial 

and business orientation of the period - al1 in the name of social efficiency and citizen making" 



(Stamp, 1982). Education in Canada was increasingly class specinc and class divided (Manzer, 

1994). Did new educational directions effect specifk teacher evaluation schemes? 

Clara Peterson (1982) found that many American teachers in these decades increasingly resisted 

evaluations of any type. They saw evaluations as having a three-fold negative effect - as a way to 

get rid of militant or non-conformist teachers, as  an excuse for slashing money nom budgets and as 

a means of enforcing the authoritarian structure of the school. In 1919, Daniel House wrote that no 

other profession could "parallel the vicious system whereby a self-perpetuating coterie of 

bureaucrats can play fast and loose with the destinies of thousands of teachers by the simple device 

of 'ratings"' (quoted in Peterson, 1982, p. 40). As the previous era's methods of industrial 

management came under attack by teaching federatioos, a new concept emerged - one that was 

meant to be based on the pure, objective science of research and experimentation. Teachers found 

these new concepts much more difficult to collectively debate and resist. What was more, fear of 

"radical and militant teachers" and theu unions may have forced nervous educational managers to 

ernbrace scientific principles in an attempt to check growing teacher autonomy (Holly, 1989). 

The raîings of teachers based on single classroom inspections were still used but there was a 

considerable effort in the realm of educational research to find a complex and elusive connection 

between teacher effectiveness and student progress. The increase in standardized tests of 

curriculum, aptitude, personality and I.Q. tests for students were to have a corollary effect on the 

search for new ways to determine teacher effectiveness. No longer were teachers to be Uispected. 

It was felt by many theorists that they too should be evaluated, tested and qualitatively measured 

(Barr, 1929). 

During the late 1920s, intelligence tests became popular in many regions of the United States. 

Teaching aptitude, subject matter cornpetence and knowledge of testing were also measured 

(Wilson, 1985). The Cooperative Test SeMce of the American Council on Education, organized 

in 1930, provided teacher tests to participating school districts. The tests covered English 

comprehension and expression, reasoning, generai culture, professional information, contemporary 

affairs and relevant subject areas. Ben Woods, the director of the Council, promoted the use of the 

test as one cnterion for teacher selection, partiaily due to his belief that a majority of teachers were 



mediocre (Wilson, 1985). These areas of testing were the basis of the National Teacher 

Examinations Program. Such national exams were administered in the United States by 

Educational Testing Service up to the 1980s. 

Some of the more amusing examples of this testing focus in the United States can be found in the 

newly developed tests of teacher efficiency as advocated by researchers of the 1930s. In 1935, the 

editor of Kappa Delta Pi research publications, Alfied Hail-Quest, boldly stated that "many 

important problems in education might be solved if teachers could be classified into qualitative 

categories on the basis of teaching eniciency" (pp, vii-viii). The editor of the same publication, 

Helen Waker, advocated both the testing of personality traits and the intelligence of teachers. 

Looking back on this era, Stephen Gould (1981), a popularizer of biological theories, criticized the 

1930s fdlacious preoccupation with i d e n h t i g  complicated and multifaceted human traits under 

the singte label of "intelligence". In a similar effort, educational scientists of the Depression era 

were blinded by a zeal for definhg measurable traits that would identim an effective teacher. A 

barrage of tests was deveioped for both students and teachers at the beginning and the end of a 

period of instruction. 

In Toronto high schools, psychological and I.Q. testing of select students had been referred to only 

briefly in Ontario High School's Inspecter's Annual Report of 1923, 1927 and 1929 as a way to 

identiS "delinquents" and mentally challenged students but there was no evidence that 1 could fkd 

on the fiequency of testing for ail students or testing on teachers. However, the American trend 

towards standardized tests of knowledge and quasi-scientific measured student achievement was 

evident in Ontario. The development and delivery of the high school curriculum in particular was 

becoming increasingly dictated by the final examination system (Stamp, 1882). Some specific 

skiils tests were used in an attempt to unlock the mystenous correlation between teacher traits and 

change in pupil knowledge (Waker, 1935). The use of tests and the scientific focus of education 

was not just an American phenornenon, as observed by Gordon Sheane: "'Patented techniques' of 

various kinds were either developed or tested in Canada" (quoted in Titley, 1990, p. 102). 

There are few sources on specific teacher evduation policies in Canada fiom the 1930s and 1940s. 

It does not appear, however, that the American preoccupation with testing teachers was met with 



the same enthusiasm in this country, WhiIe Canadians divided students into class specific strearns 

of education and used standardized testing and other questionable methods of "counselling" and 

racial categorization, Canadian teachers may have managed to avoid the prevalent scientific testing 

that was used on their American counterparts. While American businesses sold their products to 

many interested administrators, Canadians prefmed to only adopt the language and principles of 

scientific management on their sta f f  (Giliet, 1969). 

Education was now ofien regarded as yet another science, especiaily south of the border, complete 

with rules and laws that could be accurately determineci and measured. Some of the commonly 

administered tests given to Amencan teachers both while in training and when tenured were as 

fo llows: The Social Intelligence Test (Center for Psychological Service, 1 93 O), The Moms Trait 

Test (E.H. Moms; Public School Publishing Company, 1928), Aptitude Test for Elementary and 

High School Teachers (Bathurst, Bureau of Public Personnel Administration, 1927), Vocational 

Interest Blank (E. K. Strong, Stanford University, 1927), and the Torgerson Diagnostic Teacher 

Rating Scale of Instructional Activities (Illinois Public School hblishing Company, 1930) (cited 

in Barr et al., 1935, pp. 82-83). Several attempts were also made to study the influence of 

intelligence on the relationship between gains in pupil achievement and measures of teacher ability 

(Walker, 1935, p. 104). 

Some of the more questionable measurements of teaching ability were developed by Gilbert Lee 

Betts, the Director of Educational Research in West Mis ,  Wisconsin. Tests included the "Test 

DD", which was developed to measure a teacher's dislike for common activities in teaching such as 

"meeting socially with memben of the community at large" and "enforcing instructions to pupils 

about safeguarding against contagious diseases." The "Test IA" measured a teacher's acuity in 

perceiving the relative important of teaching activities. The "Test PP" measured professional pride 

by comparing a teacher's love of teaching as compared to other possible occupations such as "dairy 

owner" and "editor of a high class magazine". The "Test RP" was designed to rneasure a teachefs 

race prejudice by having h i d e r  rate different races and nationalities by using a one to seven 

measurement scale--one meaning "might be willing to marry" and seven indicating "would exclude 

fiom my country" (cited in Barr et al., 1935). 



"Test DS" was thought to accurately rneasure the extent of a teacher's superstitious feelings. "Test 

DIS" involveci a sight passage in which teachers were to cross out al1 extramous and incongrnous 

words as they read. The speed and accuracy in which a teacher plowed through sentences in this 

particular experiment was meant to gauge teacher distractibility. The educators who developed this . 

test claimed that this activity was "somewhat analogous to the classroom situation in which a 

teacher is constantly subjected to distracting influences during the process of instruction" (Betts, 

1935, p. 169). The following sentence is typicai of those found in this dubious 'scientifid test: 

"Even now when there were hot numbers of air children in the same bee ciass they were vow 

instmcted one hop at a time". 

As misguided or ovenealous as these American tests may seem, some administrators subjected 

teachers to them to justify promotion, hiring and dismissal because they be'iieved that these 

revolutionaty tests were objective. Most supervisors between the 1920s and 1950s relied on a 

multitude of new rating scales to justiQ actions taken to puaish or reward teachers (Peterson, 

1982). Who would argue with science and an impressive set of statistics? If teachers wanted to be 

viewed as professionals, they had to accept more vigorous standards. Many, however, did not. 

Strong opposition to the new supe~s ion  and evduation processes combined with other factors 

such as lower salary scales caused mass protests and resignations in many parts of the United 

States and Canada (Peterson, 1982). The newly fotmed provincial federations of teachers in 

Ontario fought to end what they saw as secretive and punitive evaluation (Robinson, 1972). The 

inspector still had the power, "at any time to suspend any teacher for neglect of duty, incompetence 

or misconduct", according to the 1935 Toronto Board by-laws. Yet the unions did manage by 1944 

with the passing of the Teachuig Profession Act Regdation 18 (1) (b) to demand that any adverse 

report made against a teacher had to be presented no later that three days after the writing of the 

report. This was to end the secret and arbitrary nature of teacher dismissals that typically followed 

a poor performance appraisal by the inspector of schools. 

Teaching unions in North America, while gaining many important nghts for their members, could 

not put an end to the profitable business of both student and teacher testing (Gillet, 1969). Due to a 

combination of public and political pressure that questioned the effectiveness and value of a 



growing system, educational theonsts and administrators seemed determined to provide many 

scientific reasons for student placement and teacher effectiveness that would increase measures of 

accountability. One principal's lament, that was published in the Ontario High School's Inspecter's 

Annual Report of 1923, was that there was "an ever increasing tendency to load our public school 

curricula with purely practicd and utilitarian subjects and to make these schools an experimental 

laboratory for the testing of almost every new fad and fnll that science c m  conceive". 

Regardless of the new wave of objective criteria, the autocratic purpose of teacher evaluation can 

be said to have remairied the same. Inspestors in Toronto were to make confidentid reports twice a 

year to the Management Cornmittee to provide the names of those teachers who, "should not be re- 

engaged by the Board for the following year" (By-Law 97 (7) of the Board of Education for the 

City of Toronto, 1921). Statements found in the 1920 Report of the Department of Education for 

Ontario can surn up one prevalent view concerning the relationship between the iaspector and the 

pro fessionalism of teachers: 

It is his public School Inspector] duty to give such encouragement, direction and 
advice to the teachers as will enlarge theu conception of the work they have to do and 
to stimulate them with a zeal for doing it . . . . Teachers should be given every 
encouragement for the display of initiative. It is always to be remembered, however, 
that unalloyed liberty is, perhaps, the most doubtfid of blessings. Teachers are to be 
found, who, if Ieft to their own devices, would devote the greatest part of theu time to 
some subject in which they are especially interested. To d o w  such a teacher to follow 
his inclinations is to place his school under senous handicap. (cited in Gillet, 1969) 

Teacher evaluation, based upon scientific principals, would identify many problems with teachers 

and might even prevent those who might handicap the leaming process by "teaching to their 

John Dewey's progressive ideas about child-centred learning were beginning to take hoid in many 

parts of the United States in the 1930s. He advocated an education to cultivate imagination and to 

engage children. The classroom was to promote active learning as children constmcted created 

and inquired. Ontario educators appeared more cautious in their approach. Since the end of World 

War 1, Canadian curriculum and educational practices were generally slow to change. But, by the 

end of the 1940s traditional practices in Ontario such as the use of school primers, note taking 

dictation by the teacher, end of term exams, competitive learning environments and enforced 



silence were criticized by i i bed  educational theones (Stamp, 1982). Even so the introduction and 

gradua1 increase in psychologicd tests had also began to impact on the attitude of the teacher in the 

Ontario classroorn who were observed to have excessive, "zeal for educational statistics, 

intelligence tests, achievement tests and the like . . . forgetting that [their students] are not pawns . 
. . but are individuals to be traiaed and guided" (Weir & Matthews, p. 85). Lronically, some 

teachers' inability to see their students as individuals was copied in many administratois attitudes 

towards those very same teachers. Teachers were considered as another chart to be tabulated, not 

creative individuals to encourage in terms of their professional growth. 

Canadian superintendents continued to visit a minority of classrooms with newly designed rating 

checklists to guide their written reports (Butler, 1926). Toronto's eight district inspectors' reports 

show little change in the traditional mecdotal comrnentary that was used in prior decades to 

chastise teachers. Most class-room teachers talked too much, "giving the pupils information which 

they can get for themselves, telling them what they already know, explainhg needlessly, and 

giving unnecessary commands and instructions . . . leavuig them helpless when required to think 

for themselves in new situations" (Stamp, p. 165). There seemed to be little acknowledgement by 

the inspecton of the teacher's concem with covering the content of the course in preparation for 

final e x m s  that were not only considered a test of the students but a test of the teacher's 

effectiveness. 

Inspector's reports were considered important documents in a teacher's career, both as a guarantee 

of continued employment, "my job depended on how well my pupils could recite upon the occasion 

of the inspector's visit" (cited in Cochrane, p. 72) and as proof of ability to fùture employers 

(Cochrane, 1981). In the High School Inspector's report of 1923 on the pupils of Janis Collegiate 

in Toronto, the "character" of each pupil's work was rated through a study of their examination 

results into charts of statistics with the categories "goad, fair, poor, bad". The teachers of these 

classes were also clearly identified. 

Ontario education in the 1920s through to the 1950s has been described as "one of the most 

dictatorial and thoroughly state-controlled systems of teacher training in the Western world" 

(Stamp, 1982). Extensive consolidation was occurring fkom the one room schooihouse to new 



multigrade facilities. Rdes and regdations existed for all aspects of educational administration 

both in and outside of the classroom. Typicai of supervisory powers exerted at this t h e ,  one of the 

provincial superintendents, F.S. Rivers, controiled textbook purchases, examinations, budgets and 

weekly tirnetables as weLi as t e b g  teachers which professionai conferences they could attend 

(Stamp, 1982). 

In his survey of Canadian education, Sandiford (19 18) concludes that the course of study in each 

province was prescriptive and restrictive and didn't ofien allow for any modifications fkom the 

standardized cunicdm:  "A few enlightened inspectors permit teachers to fit the course of study 

to local conditions, but this is the exception and against the mle . : . ." (cited in Manzer, 1994, p. 

89). A few sympathetic remarks can be found conceming the plight of teachers, especially 

conceming class sizes and the "undermanaing of schools". General praise about individual high 

school staffs were Eequently made in annual reports, e-g., "There is an excellent staff, and good 

work is being done" (1 924 High School Inspectof s Annual Report, p. 24). One Toronto inspecter 

of the Iate 1940s and early 1950s, Dr. Hooper, managed to be exceptional in that he won the 

respect and high regard of the teachers (Robinson, 1972). 

The trend of this era was educational researchers seeking to change the cnteria in teacher 

assessment to make it more "scientifically" based. Many administrators were under the impression 

that checklists and rating cards were a more humane and objective tool to use in teacher assessment 

(Flower, 1958). In the years af€er the war, schools becarne more decentralized with the spiraling 

school population and building of new schools. It was now principals who had to take on an 

increasing role in teacher inspections (Candoli, 1995)- Simple rating cards or checklists with basic 

headings for the areas considered important in teacher effectiveness may have been viewed by 

some ovenvorked principals as a time saving device to use during a bnef classroom observation. A 

sample of five teaching reports studied fiom one eastem Ontario school board that were dated 

1948, 1949, 1955, 1956 and 1957 reveal that these few principals used a more "scientificaiiy" 

based rating scales with only four criteria (Le. "preparation of lesson", "teaching techniques", 

"classroom controi" and 'laiowledge of subject" dong with one or two sentences of overall 

comments. 



1960s and 1970s: The Assessrnent Era of Supervision in Education 

It was during the growth of educational testing, standardized curriculum and practical skills-based 

education that the next tenets of educational reform gained momentum. The human relations 

theory of management and social systems were accepted by many educators as an alternative 

approach to the scientific focus of the previous era (Netzer, 1970; Candoli, 1995). Many critics of 

the educational science movement worked to discredit several tests as being highly unreliable and 

the results as insignificant (Peterson, 1982). By the late 1960s and early I970s, the human 

relations approach was reflected in new discussions about how administrators were to "monitor" 

and "mentor" teachers (Wilson, 1966; Netzer, 1970). In some cases, teachers found themselves as 

part of an "assessment process" that considered the complexities of their own personalities as well 

as the organization for which they worked. Tests and inspections were now fiequently viewed as 

outmoded. Even the title "inspecter" was changed in Toronto to "prograni consultant" (Robinson, 

1972). 

From the late 1950s to the mid 1970s, as the emphasis in teacher assessment slowly shifted fiom a 

top-dom autocratic to a more democratic process, the growth and improvement of the teacher was 

supposed to become the focus of performance assessment. "Evaluation" turned into "assesment" 

and to improving the multiple factors considered part of pupil leaming. Educators felt that 

valuable change could be achieved through the cooperative involvement of staff members along 

with administrators who believed in the importance of positive hwnm relationships (Peterson, 

1982; Fleming, 1972). The authontarian models of the past had been partially redefined by 

democratic concepts. 

This human relations movement in education was strengthened by the popular essays of Mary 

Parker Follett (1941) who asserted that problems in organizations were caused by disharmonious 

reIationships (Hoy, 1996). This human relations method became part of a social science approach 

that combined theones fiom psychology, sociology, political science and economics (Hoy, 1996). 

Mayo and Roethlisberger who conducted the famous Hawthorne studies at the Western Electric 



Company's plant near Chicago (19241933) also helped to revolutionize the vaderstanding of the 

nature of formal s u p e ~ s i o a  New terms such as "cooperation", "group dynamics" and "decision 

process" gradually entered and transformed the educational field. Canadian schools remain a 

hybrid of the traditional and the progressive in regards to teaching techniques as well as attitudes 

towards supervision. According to Hugh Stevenson's (1970) studies of Canadian public education 

at the tirne, progressivism was in the ascendancy. 

Thus, previously radical concepts such as  open concept ciassrooms, age appropnate placement and 

creative student-centered leaming became more commonpIace. The creatïon of the Ontario 

Institute for Studies in Education in 1965 also provided a breakthrough in liberal postgraduate 

educational studies and research in Canada (Stamp, 1982). The growing complexity of the 

teaching role, the growth of the media, the increasingiy diverse world of science and technology as 

well as the public's renewed understanding of and desire for a more humanist education for their 

children are just some of the factors that might have stimulated this new educational paradigm 

(Wilson, 1966). 

Harold G. Spears (1946) had predicted that teacher evaluation would one day concem itself with 

the improvement of instruction and that attention would be focused on the whole process of 

teaching and not just the individual teacher, as tradition had dictated (Patterson & Miklos, 1982). 

The teacher would no longer to be intimidated by inspections or subjected to rating scales. The 

responsibility for the successes and failures of the education system were now supposed to be 

shared by an intricate social structure. Superintendents' and principals' leadership skills and style, 

parenting techniques, biological and social factors in a child's development as well as the teachers' 

lessons were dl equally important in understanding the complexities chailenging a child's learning 

processes. Shared responsibility was the predominant focus in teacher "assessments". 

Experiments were made in some boards in the realm of assessrnent to include peea, parents and 

even students in the process (Netzer, 1970) 

Peterson notes that by the 1960s there was more interest fiom an inçreasingly educated population 

for excellence in teaching. Supe~so r s ,  superintendents and principals, who had previously been 

the unquestionable power brokers of the system, were also to be subject to evaluation processes. If 



a modem education was to live up to society's new criterion, then the traditional leadership had to 

be questioned, monitored and improved (Canoli, 1995). Higher standards for certification and 

contuiuing professional and staff development became widespread for al1 teachers (Holly, 1989). 

By 1968 the largely inadequate practice of summer courses to hain university graduates as Ontario 

teachers was discontinued (Stevenson, 1970). Presumably, teachers were moving away fiom the 

role of a leamhg technician towards the status of a professional capable of cnticizing, modifjhg, 

researching and developing thoughtfbl educational theory and practice. 

The 1968 Ontario MEzistry of Education Hall-Dennis Report, entitled Living and Learning, was 

widely acclairned as a revolutionary shift in thinking for teachers and administrators in the system. 

The progressive authors stressed that both students and teachers should be  liberated fkom the 

structured, isolating and alienating traditions followed in the education field and both should "learn 

to emphasize the embracing nature of the leamhg experience". No more memorizing, mimicking, 

regurgitating or duplicating in the classroom but instead a new emphasis on the creative nature of 

the learning process through methods of discovery, exploration and inquiry (Stamp, 1988). In 

keeping with Canadian's interest in adopting some of the progressive ideas that had been used in 

many parts of the United States for at least two decades, Living and Leaming became a national 

best seller. 

As schools were increasing involved in curriculum development and professional growth, there 

was a lu11 in the area of research dealing with teacher evaluation (Wilson, 1966; Peterson, 1983; 

Beach & Reinhartz, 1989). It is possible that as the status of teaching was sIowly elevating fiom 

worker to professional, earlier policies of teacher evaluation were viewed as obsolete. It is also 

likely that research was focused on new curriculum and teaching and learning styles. This wave of 

new educational ideas resulted in more professional growth. Considerable time and money were 

invested in opportunities for expanded collaboration. Studies of the 1960s point to a major change 

towards tramferring administrative responsibility away fiom the central office towards individual 

schools (Wilson, 1966; Gillet, 1969; Peterson, 1983). The principal became the major evaluator of 

staff performance and his or her leadership style would largely dictate what type of assessment 

teachers would face. Decentralized decision making and the focus on individual needs was 

characteristic of Canadian education at this time (Manzer, 1994). 



As superintendents and principals were increasingly held accountable for the public image of their 

local schools, principals in particuiar were expected to have expertise in teaching and leaming, as 

well as communication and community relations (Peterson, 1983; Erlandson & Bifano, 1987). 

Leaders were to establish a climate that would encourage innovation and experimentation. 

Teachers were given the opportunity to leam and develop new techniques that could not effectively 

be evaluated by a checklist or rating card. Continuous in-seMce training became more available - 
to stress the process of teacher growth rather than a singie episode of teacher evaluation. 

Increasingly, teachers were expected to participate in their own assessment process. In some 

jurisdictions they assisted the principal in developing and ident-g the criteria of classroorn 

appraisal prior to any visitation (Daresh, 1995). Post conferences becarne mandated in many 

policy documents where the principal and teacher, in partnership, outlined successes and suggested 

areas of growtIl. An important role of the principal of the 1960s was to keep their teachers up to 

date with an ever-expanding domain of lmowledge through school based professional development. 

As Robert Goldhammer (1 969) suggested: 

1 have argued that s u p e ~ s i o n  should result in heightened autonomy for teacher, and 
particularly, in strengthened capacities for independent, objective, self-analysis, and 
that supervision which kcreases teacher's dependency upon supervisor to know 
whether his teaching is good or bad, that is supervision in which supervisor's 
unexamined value judgments predominate, is bad supervision. (p. 61) 

The increasing recognition that the supervisor was a fallible human being instead of a unerring 

bureaucratie leader denotes a dramatic change in educational attitudes - one that might help teacher 

assessment become more rneaningful, personal and inclusive. Teacher autonomy, not as a threat, 

but a stimulus to educationd improvement, was an essential new belief. 

The sweeping social and technological changes of this era were more conducive to progressive 

attitudes towards teachers as pro fessionals and teacher assessment. 

Accountability, evaluation and supervision would acquire new meaning. There would 
be a shift fiom the search for centrally administered, objective measures . . . toward 
independent, qualitative judgments and narrative accounts of experience and 
performance in learning and teaching. SupeMsion wouid concern itself less with 
monitoring the teacher's coverage of curriculum content than with assessment and 



support of the teachef s reflection-in-action. (Schon, 1983) 

This new attitude of allowing more collegial and cooperative self and peer assessment was slow to 

translate into actual policy and supervisory practice. There were cntics of this new holistic 

philosophy to teacher evaiuation who predicted the, "protection of incompetence. . . through 

pseudo-humanitarianism" (Peterson, 1983). Unfortunately, the critics of a new style of assessment 

could point to S e q u e n t  but damaging cases in which incompetence was protected. This 

protection probably had little to do with new teacher evaluation techniques - it was due to a 

complex combination of factors including stronger teachers' unions, the popular trend of personal 

li tigation in any employment dismissal and administrators' unwillingness to be proactive with udi  t 

teachers (Johnson, 1978)- Administrators, throughout educational history, have considered critical 

evaluations as poisoning what could be an otherwise productive working relationship (Coker, 

1987). Their decisions on aay number of issues, including a teacher evaluation, could now be 

c hallenged b y the teacher, superintendent, professional federation and legal teams - Administrators 

may have increasingly strove to avoid conflict and were often reluctant to confiont a stniggling or 

incompetent teacher (Bridges, 1986). 

Despite these crucial problems, there remained a strong belief that formal evaluation was an 

essential guarantee that minimal standards would be maintained, even though teachers and 

principals received littfe substantial feedback for improvement from these evaluations (Frase, 

1994). Once placed in the profession, and past a brief probationary period, only an infinitesimal 

percentage of teachers were dnven out against their will because of poor performance (Fleming, 

1971). 

It is perhaps somewhat predictable that the participatory concept of teacher assessment would lead 

to a conservative reaction that becarne apparent in the late 1970s and continues to gather strength 

today. A new era of educational acco:l.itabili@ witnesses a return to business management 

techniques of education. Political conservatives and educational traditionalists together question 

what they saw as the indulgent views of teacher autonomy and professionalism that had been 

championed in the 1960s. 

Some educational theorists link the death of progressive views to an economic downtum (Sirnons, 



1989). Canada found itself ic a recession beginning in the mid-1970s, and Ure other industrialized 

nations, had a surplus of over-educated workers (Titley, 1990). Governments again increasingly 

viewed the education system as a potential area for savings and economic regeneration. 

Politicians "began to favour more targeted and selective forms of intervention and more assertive 

modes of interaction with teachers to bring the curriculum and its practitioners into h e "  (Skons, 

1989, p. 2). Politicians may have wanted to alter many aspects of progressivism in cuniculum; 

however, boards of education and classroom teachers that had embraced change often withstood 

this pressure to revert to more traditionai methods. 

The education system fiom the late 1970s has suffkred fiom aîtacks on its effectiveness due 

partially to economic problems. While in the late 1960s and early 1970s public education reached 

the peak of its importance in the Canadian public economy, a fundamentai change was about to 

occur: "From the middle 1970s policy priorities tumed against education" (Manzer, 1994). The 

"back to basics" battle cry became one slogan of Canadian politicians and a media responding to 

the public's concem with fiscal austerity. This concem generated several new policies including 

more overall teaching tirne in core subjects especially at the secondary level as well as a new 

academicdly "rigorous" core curriculum with less emphasis on options (Titley, 1990). Tom Wells, 

the Minister of Education in Ontario (1972-1978), introduced a new policy paper that reflected his 

sentiments that there had been too much autonomy given to schools and teachers in the liberal 

sixties, and the time was right to return to uniform province-wide evaiuations and standard 

curriculum. Curiously, no substautial evidence of public dissatisfaction with the schools or the 

teachers was offered to support the Ministry's contention (Titley, 1990). 

The optimism of the 1960s in education was replaced by a redistic 1970s: "Little did the liberal 

educators of the 1960s realize how temporary many of their reforms would be. Even before the 

end of the decade they were challenged by many fionts" (Stamp, 1988). The rhetoric of business 

relationships replaced democratic ideais. The 'business administrators' (government) and the 

'consumers' (parents) would join forces to hold the 'producers' (teachers) accountable to their 

'clients' (students). The education system retumed to the idea of payment by results. This was a 

motive that many educationd theorists felt had been abandoned early in the nineteenth century. 

Public education had become accepted as providing civic education, training for employrnent, a 



means to better one's social class and the route to a cultured mind. The expense of a system that 

provided so much to its students was accepteci by a majonty of Canadians, with a few notable 

cntics, by the tum of the century. The "stagflation" experienced in the 1970s probably prompted 

many people, to question what they saw as a wastefüi, mismanagecl educational system with 

questionable standards. The performance of pupils on standardized tests of prescnbed curriculum 

was once again thought to be the only solid evidence of school and teacher effectiveness. 

This retum to stronger regulated central control was countered by student militancy, parent 

involvement and teachers' unions. The teachers' federations had grown substantially in 

members hip, monetary strength and political awareness. Teacher salary negotiations resulted in 

the threat of a province-wide boycott of extracunicular activities. In 1973, a teachers' protest 

occurred in response to Premier Bill Davies and Education Minister Tom Well's Bill 275 which 

was a legislated attempt to invalidate the mass resignations of teachers and to enforce compulsory 

arbitration. Illegal strikes occurred in Windsor and Ottawa. Toronto foilowed in 1975 with its 

8,000 sbong membership. This show of force was one factor resulting in salary increases and an 

increment in professional strength for the teachers of Ontario. The strikes seemed to have no 

lasting result, however, in halting a retum to many conservative educational policies (Starnp, 

1982). 

There are those who stiII stmggle to maintain the attitudes of the previous liberal era. Many 

educational theonsts assert that teacher development and student development are reciprocally 

related (Fullan, 1995). Thus, teachers shouid be nurtured as life long teamers who benefit fiom 

collaborative professiona1 development, personal and professional reflection, growth plans and 

honest appraisals of the work they do with students in the classroom. Emest R. House (1989) 

aptly summarized progressive attitudes towards teacher evaluation: "Conventional teacher 

appraisal was onented towards a labour view of teachhg characterized by minimal standards for 

success . . . evaluation should reflect the more comprehensive view of teaching as a profession and 

as art" (quoted in Simons, 1989, p. 60). House argued that standards must be set by teaching 

professionals themselves and that evaluations should be carried out by peers rather than managers. 



Cont emporary Teacher Perfomiauce Assessrnent 

Educational administration theories of the 1990s detail many aspects of supewision that were 

intended to result in changes which induded teacher evaluation policies and procedures. The focus 

of substantial anaIysis in the 1990s targets the increase in bureaucratic systerns being applied to 

educational systems. A fundamental cause of conflict for teaching professionals cornes fkom being 

subjected tu the systems of social control used by bureaucraties- Many administrative theones 

advocate for education to accommodate this conflict by establishing loose structures or developing 

dual authority systerns (Hoy & Miskel, 1996). And yet in the realm of teacher assessment the 

principal, or more frequently, the vice principal, rem- as the sole dispensor of rewards in this 

system. The classroom observation and the written report are two of the means of social control 

which is followed by a third - what Donald Haefele (1993) labeled the "tell and sell" of  feedback. 

When teacher and principal meet to discuss the written report, the principal defends the process, 

decisions and recomrnendations: "This is a one-way communication process fiom the principal to 

the teacher . . . a monological process (Haefele, p. 336). P ~ c i p d s  dominate and the teacher 

remains passive in this bureaucratic process of control: 'The teacher wants to look good and 

conceal, aibeit deny, any weahesses. The principal wants to suppress objections and command 

respect for hisher authority and judgement" (ibid). Teacher evaluation corrects and controis 

teacher behaviour in specific ways, namely to achieve organizationai goals. 

Conflicts have arisen because of the duel expectations on teachers to act in the best interests of 

their "clients" and the "organization" (Hoy & Miskel, 1996). Teachers, as professionals, act in a 

manner that benefits their students. The criteria and mechanisms for evaluating teacher 

performance has become more managerial in that a board defines its mission, goals and objectives 

that its employees are expected to promote and achieve with some rneasure of efficiency. One 

Board's evaluation policy stated that the procedures of teacher assessment were aimed at 

developing "a fiamework that would guarantee system coherence" (Growing Together, 1992). 

Control in bureaucratic organizations stem fkom one major iine of authority. In contrast, 

professionals are given autonomy in deciding what is best practice and at times may be censured by 



colleagues. Self-imposed standards and peer-group surveillance may be the desire of most 

teachers. Yet teacher reports have become a bureaucratic formality. Hoy and Miskel(1996) seem 

correct in their assessrnent of the increased fiequency and extent of the confiict between the 

bureaucratization of schools and the growing professionaiization of teachers. 

What 1 defined earlier as the peculiar combination of top-down bureaucratic inspection 

masqueradhg in humanist terms in the 1990s can be attributed to goal-setting theory being widely 

supported within organizational science (Hoy & Miskel, 19%). Teacher behaviour, Wce the 

behaviour of employees in other business organizations, is thought to be regulated and maintained 

by goals. In the most current practices in teacher evaluation in Canada and the United States, a 

growing part of the written report is devoted to a teacher's "growth plan" or goal-setting (Frase & 

Streshly, 1994; Candoli, 1995;). Phrases highlighted nom one Board's document on teacher 

assessment reveal humanist and progressive vocabulary: ". . . unique needs, talent and abilities 

should be nurtured"; " A teacher's positive image should be considered. . .", 'Teachers shouId be 

encouraged to be Life-long leamers"; and "Cooperation and dialogue between teachers and 

administrators enhances the educational process" (Growing Together, 1994). These examples are 

typical of the language but not necessarily of the intent of teacher evaluation in the 1990s as will be 

argued below. A "one-size-fits-aii" hierarchical mode1 remains (Haefele, 1993). One hundred 

years later 1 find that Little has changed fiom the cornrnents made by one Ontario Minister of 

Education, who admitted in 1892 that teacher inspection was "more for examination than 

instruction" (cited in Phillips, 1957). 

Taking a more focused look at the problems associated with actual writing of a single report was 

not a topic of any widely published educational research until the 1980s and 1990s. Lawrence 

Rudner's (1992) work was important for highlighting the problems and errors in assessment 

procedures that involved pure observation regardless of pre determined cnteria These errors 

greatly reduce the validity of scores. He categorizes five main problems. The £kt  was the "halo 

effect" that occurs when the person being rated is not perfonning in their usual rnanner, the 

situation rnay not elicit typical behaviour or the evaluators rnay unintentionaily distort the resuits. 

Rudner (1992) found that Nisbett and Wilson's 1977 study of student rankings of a professor based 

on videotaped lectures confirmed the occurrence of the "halo effect". In one tape the professor 



acted in a fkiendly manner, in the other he behaved arrogantly. The students rated the fnendly 

professor higher in traits such as physical appearance, knowledge and mannerism. A variety of 

traits such as the physical appearance, age, gender or ethnic group of the teacher would influence 

the report of the nineteenth century inspector as it does his or her twentieth century cornterpart. 

The second problem that Rudner identifies is stereotyping. The impressions that an evaluator 

forms about an entire group c m  affect how he or she interprets behaviour. For example, an 

inspector might rate a science teacher as exacting and fastidious because he or she feels that di 

science teachers are supposed to act in this manner, whereas, a drama teacher should be more 

creative and spontaneous. 

The third problem is perception differences. The viewpoints and past experiences of an evaluator 

can affect how he or she interprets behaviour. A principal that has never taught a certain subject 

area has different perceptions from those of a principal whose experience includes 20 years in the 

sarne subject area as the lesson observed. 

The last two problems, according to Rudner, involve statistical validity. "Leniency and stringency " 

errors occur when a judge doesn't have enough knowledge to make an objective rating. He or she 

may compensate by giving scores that are systematically higher or lower. Again, the expenence of 

the person making the evaluation will lead to an increase or decrease in vaiidity. The 1 s t  problem 

Rudner identified was "scale shnnking" which occurs when the evaluator will not use the end of 

any scale. An administrator who takes pride in never awarding a teacher with an excellent rating is 

just as unreliable as an evaluator who would never want to report a failing performance. 

The problems that Rudner outlined in the 1990s can be found in the one eastem Ontario urban 

school board's teacher assessrnent policy and procedures that 1 studied because of the reliance on a 

single classroom observation as the fundamental means to make evaiuative judgments. While an 

established body of literature (Latham, Wexley & Purcell, 1975; Jaegar & Busch, 1984; Pulakos, 

1986) argues that extensive training c m  miliimize these numerous threats to the validity of 

observational evaluation, this type of training was non existent until the 1960s, and in the majority 

of cases, as will be discussed later in this paper, is still not routinely offered. 



Alternative methods of teacher assessrnent are plentifid in the literature of educational theory and 

research and can be found in pockets of progressive schools in the U.S- and Canada, but they have 

yet to be widely adopted (Haefele, 1993; Skinkfield, 1994). While educational theorists have urged 

administrators to find more opportunities for evaluation procedures in which the evaiuator becomes 

a monitor and not just a judge of a teacher's work, Daresh and Playko's (1995) educational studies 

have shown that this practice still does not exist in many North Amencan schools. 

Teachers in the late 1980s and early 1990s have expressed a preference for having different sources 

of information in their assessment in addition to classroom observation such as self-evaluation 

questionnaires, portfolios, peer coaching and reviews - but these, aiso, are not fiequently 

irnplemented (Lawton, 1988; Airasian & Guillickson, 1993). The use of standardised (anonymous) 

questionnaires to get student feedback especidly at the secondary ievei could also be another 

method of promoting positive change (Scnven, 1994). The use of multiple sources of information 

regarding teacher performance have been promoted in educational literature of the 1990s as one 

crucial way of improvulg the assessment process and making it more than just another 

administrative necessity. 

The newest termînology to emerge in the theoretical considerations of teacher evaluation policies is 

the "review" or "performance assessrnent". The review is a mode1 found fiequently in businesses 

and corporations in the 1990s. There are two basic types of review. One is the summative review, 

which is purely coercive, that is used for purposes of hiring and firing. The second is the formative 

review that is used solely to identifjr strengths and weaknesses of the employee and to assist him or 

her in making improvements in preparation for the summative review. "Management by 

objectives", "management by results" and "clinical supervision" are included in the new lexicon of 

performance appraisal in education which reflects trends started in the 1980s in business and 

govemment (Musella, 1988). These models include a basic management principle which 

advocates a three stage process to teacher evaluation: appraisal, support and continued professional 

growth (Iwanicki, 1990). 



Distinguishing between these two very different purposes has yet to happen in most school board 

policies: "SupeMsory and administrative personnel have not traditionaily worked with teachers in 

formative ways" (Daresh & Playko, 1995). The major* of board contracts in Ontario demand that 

all. teachers have a Wfitten evaluation based on a classroom observation, every two to three years 

(Lawton, 1988). Classroom observations are the most common data sources influencing 

evaluations of instruction in today's schools (Cangelosi, 1991). Probationary teachers are evaluated 

every year and the results detennine if a permanent contract will be granteci. The typical board 

policy of a 40 minute classroom observation for elementary teachers and a 70 minute observation 

for secondary teachers, once every two to three years, that is based on nebulous criteria, cannot 

yield reliable data to detennine effective teaching (Musella, 1988). 

Literature on Assessrnent Policies and Procedures in Ontario 

One study into teacher assessrnent policies and procedures was based in Ontario in 1984 (Lawton 

et al.). Funded by the Ministry of Education, the study dealt with four main areas of concern - 
types of policies, the extent of implementation of policies, effectiveness of appraisal practices and 

the processes used to develop and implement policies. The overall findulgs of the study ïncluded 

the point that more effective appraisal systems held pre-conferences, had clear communication of 

purposes, used general and specific notes, reported under several headings and involved post- 

conferences as well as the making of plans. Respondents to their survey reported that they 

preferred that more sources of data be used in their appraisals and that while groups approved self- 

evaluation questionnaires, they were rarely used in practice. Teachers in the public system did not 

support criteria that were related to out-of-classroorn activities while teachers in the separate 

system were more supportive. They also found that appraisal systems that were reported to be 

effective have the least incidence of placing staff under review of dismissing staff or filing of 

appeals, grievances and tawsuits. Whether this was due to the supportive or lenient nature of the 

appraisal systern cannot be determined fi-om the data collected. 

Another conclusion from this report noted a disposition by teachers towards the evaluation process 

- it had no demonstrable effect on them: "Only a very smali percentage reported any positive 

rewards fiom a positive evaluation, and an even smaller, almost negiigible, number reported 



negative effects" (Lawton et al., 1988, p. 29). The authoa of the study found that, "improvement 

of performance was not cornmensurate with the amount of effort put into evaluation. At best, we 

noted that only rarely did respondents feel that appraisal had any negative effect on their 

performance" (p. 32). The teachers and administraton 1 have worked with fiequentiy comment on 

the investment of the into the procedure. Many have stated that they wish that the evaluator 

would just "show up" and write a report. These few people cannot see any value in conferences, 

discussions and debriefings with their administrator, perhaps because of the lack of obvious 

repercussions - positive or negative in nature. 

This extensive study of 187 Ontario school boards found that while policies reported that the 

primary purpose of appraisal was developmental, only 14 percent of the teachers in the study 

reported any kind of plan resuiting fiom evaluation. Only half of those teâchers that reported a 

plan indicated that it was monitored in any way. 

Richard Stiggins' study of teacher evaluation in Portland Oregon in 1986 was also cntical of the 

process and led to questions regarding its usefulness: 

For 99.9 percent of teachers, al1 of whom are at least rninimally competent, 
evaluation results (if gathered at all) are compiled, entered on the standard form, 
signed and filed away, never to be seen again. Requirements of the law and the 
contract have been used up- Both teacher and principal have done their job. The 
myth of rigorous personal management remains intact. And the evaluation process 
has helped almost no one to improve. (Stiggins, 1988, p. 141) 

Only extensive current research on Ontario teachers and administrators' attitudes will reveal if there 

has been any fundamental change in these problematic incriminations. 

Teacher Performance Assessrnent in One Ontario Public School Board 

The rating scales and other types of "pseudo-meaningfûl instruments" (CangeIosi, 199 1) that are 

used in some Arnerïcan schools were not used in the particular Board that 1 examined. In order to 

analyze the comection between explicitly stated Board policy on teacher evaluation and the actual 

written documents, I was granted permission to examine 20 teacher reports that are kept in 

teachers' personnel files. I wanted to analyze the reported purposes of teacher evaluation to see if 



they were actually being achieved. 1 also wanted to compare the contemporary purposes and 

techniques to the four histoncal trends to assess what, if any, fimdamental changes had occurred. 

Through o p p o d s t i c  interviews with several colieagues in the past ten years of my employment 

with this Board, 1 have also collected interesthg personal insights into the policies, procedures and 

effects that teacher evaluation has had in five specific secondary schools through the leadership of 

eight principals. 

The reports analyzed are, in theory, important documents to all teachers. They have to be signed 

and dated by the principal and teachec the document is then forwarded to the superintendent's 

oEce for final approvai. It proceeds on to the Human Resources department to be filed in the 

teacher's personnel records. These reports may be especially important for teachers who are 
.a 

seeking promotion. Postings for positions of responsibility will explicitly request the most current 

teacher report to accompany a resume. From my limited expenence on seven interviewing panels 

at the hi& school level, 1 have witnessed that a less than glowing report may stall a teacher's career 

aspirations. At the very least, the reports can also be crucial for those teachers on probationary 

contracts. Probationary teachers in this one urban school board in eastern Ontario must achieve a 

satisfactory rating in order to be granted a contract. 

Aside from these two groups of teachers who are most directly affected by the results of their 

teacher report, al1 teachers are observed and evaluated every two to three years. The Board's policy 

states that three specific purposes of evaluation exist. These purposes are to help teachers improve, 

to identiQ their strengths and weaknesses and to propose growth plans for implernentation. These 

are pedagogically explicit reasons that reflect the historically pervasive belief in teacher evaluation 

as one way to better education. The reports that were written would presumably reflect some of 

these noble aspirations. Unfortunately, the reports 1 examined revealed fbndamental contradictions 

between the purposes of teacher evaluation and the actual statements made in the written reports. 

The 20 teacher reports were pulled fiom randomly selected files held at the Board office. Access 

to these files is only pennitted to a teacher who requests to view their own file and to supervisors 

who wish to read them. Two supervisors in this Board said that files are read only in cases of 

misconduct and when teachers are placed "under review" to see if a pattern of documentation has 



been established by administraton regarding unprofessional conduct and or neglect of duty. The 

most fiequent request of teachers for access to the files is to photocopy teaching reports to submit 

with a resume for an interview or other job opportunity. Since these files are confidentid, 1 

completed an ethical review as weil as discussing the purposes of my research with the supervisory 

officer in charge of the department of hurnan resources. He admitted that such a request had never 

been made in his recollection, and added that 'hot much has changed in teacher zvaluation since 

I've been here". My request for access was granted and a letter was signed by the superintendent 

stating the purpose of the r e s e d  and the methods 1 would use to guarantee the anonymity of the 

teachers, p ~ c i p a l s  and superintendents. 1 requested that the files be seIected at randorn by the 

administrative assistant who monitors the room that stores this information. Haif of the files 

belonged to teachers in the elementary panel; the other half belonged to secondary school teachers. 

The teacher report examined was the most recent in the teacher's file. The oldest report was corn 

1988, with the majority of reports dating kom 1996 to 1998. To secure confidentiality, al1 narnes 

and identifying information were removed fiom the documents. 1 returned one file in exchange for 

another when 1 recognîzed a name of a colleague who had written the report. The reports were 

photocopied in the file room and then returned to their nghtful place. Afier completing an analysis 

of these recent reports, I did return to examine five archival files of retired teachers who were 

assessed in the 1940s and 1950s to reaffinn trends that I identified in that particular tirne in 

education. 

With the reports and the policy documents as the main sources, 1 will offer a summary of the Board 

policy in several different areas such as purpose, critena and guidelines to classroorn assessment. 1 

will critique the Board's stated policies through additional reviews of current research on teacher 

assessment as well as synthesizing the written reports in ternis of the degree of success that Board 

policies, however flawed, were followed. The reports revealed other interesting trends in a study 

of the vocabulary used in the descriptions, the differences in the reports of male and female 

teachers, the person who was responsible for the evaluation of the teacher (i-e., principal or 

department head), the written accounts of pre and post conferences as well as the actual length of 

the written reports. 1 will comment on what these samples may reveai about the complex process 

of teacher evaluation based on a written summary of one classroorn observation, 1 will suggest 

alternative methods of teacher assessment or  modifications to the practice followed in this Board 



that are found in current educational administration theories. 

Stated Purpose and Criteria for Teacher Evaluation: 1982-1990 

Since the reports spanned ten years of evaluation policy in this Board, they reveai important 

changes in one decade in reporting techniques and formats. In 1982, the purpose of teacher 

evaluation was stated on a one page guideline sheet: "The purpose of teacher evaluation is to 

improve instruction and to encourage the professional p w t h  of al1 s t f l ' .  This guiding purpose is 

problematic. It combines both formative and summative goals in assessment. Formative 

assessment is to increase teacher effectiveness in the classroom whereas summative assessment is 

used to promote, hire and fire teachers (Caugeloni, Stiggins & Bridgeford, 1984). 

Once a reported purpose is articulated conceming the reasons for teacher evaluation, educational 

administrators must develop what they believe to be necessary criteria for the evaluations. Back in 

1896, John MilIar, then the Deputy Minister of Education in Ontario, stated his criteria for an 

effective teacher: "A good teacher should have physical health and vigour, scholarsbip, 

professional attainments, personal magnetism, executive ability, tact, common sense, vigilance, 

heart power, will power and moral character" (cited in Phillips, 1957). The 1950 Royal 

Commission on Education in Ontario Listed the qualities of a teacher that were most valued at that 

time as scholarship, professional skill, "a high standard of physicd and mental health, supenor 

intelligence, a deep and abiding religious faith, a mature and stable personality, and a willingness 

and ability to mingle and CO-operate with his fellows. . . a general culture . . . [and] aesthetics to 

appreciate beauty". The criteria in this Board fiom 1982 to 1990 are quite similar in intent to those 

used a century or even 50 years ago. 

This is the itemized List of criteria that States possible indicators for the assessment: 

The fo1lowing are some observable indicators of effective teaching: wannth, a caring 
attitude towards students, orderliness and organization, flexibility, responsiveness to 
individuals, knowledge of subject matter, clarity of presentation, encouragement of 
student initiative and independent thinking, classroom control, use of student answers 
in the development of the lesson, enthusiasm, absence of negative cnticisrn, and variety 
in the use of instructional matends and techniques. 



As 1 will argue below. this List is hindamentdy flawed with cnteria that the Board has fdsely 

deemed "observable indicators of effective teaching" . 

My stating point for this critique is that the criteria for evaluating instruction should focus on the 

quality, value, effectiveness and impact of the instructional activities undertaken in the classroom, 

not on the perceived value of the teacher themselves (Cangelosi, 1991). No matter how it hurts our 

educational sensibilities, a teacher does not have to outwardy demonstrate a caring attitude 

towards students or be enthusiastic to have their students l em.  While these personality traits 

might make the classroom a more enjoyable place to be, they are not reliable, valid or usefiil 

indicators of increased student leaming. Research fhdings do not support the entrenched belief 

that there is a relationship between student leaming and a teacher's sense of humour or rigid 

classroom management style or any other similar teacher attributes (Cangelosi, 199 1). In the end. 

the evaluator should be focused not on how to change the teacher's personality but on what and 

how the teacber teaches in order to improve instruction for the students (Daresh & PIayko, 1995). 

The Board's "Teacher Evaluation Guideline" continues by listing " additional cnteria which may be 

used as discussion guidelines: professionalism, contribution to the total school program, 

interpersonal relationships, learnhg environment, quality of program, student assignments, 

evduation of student progress, realization of objectives". Again these additional criteria range 

from the specific (e-g., student assignments) to the indefinable (e-g., interpersonal relationships). 

To start to take apart those points, there is no description in the evaluation guideline to define a 

good learning environment. The Teacher Evaluation Guideline itself is a mere one page in length. 

The guideline states that the additional criteria are for "discussion", meaning that none of these 

criteria should be found in the written report and that only the "observable" indicators should be 

included which is a positive point considering interpersonal relationships and evaluation of student 

progress could only be assessed in ongoing monitoring. In effect then, the teacher has one class 

penod to demonstrate his or her knowledge of subject matter, classroom control, enthusiasm, 

warmth, orderliness and intellectual grasp of the subject area. Fundamental change in policy or 

practice since the inspecter's visits in the early part of this century has not occurred in this Board. 



This traditional reliance on subjective observation is somewhat tempered by a list of indicators to 

be used as a guide by the supervisor. From the Board's list of observable indicators that would be 

used in the wrïtten report, 6 of the 12 items are arguably personal behaviours (wmth, flexibility, 

enthusiasm, caring, responsiveness and absence of negative criticism). These are hardly 

completely reliable measures of good instruction that are intended to measure what and how 

students learn as well as what and how a teacher l e m  professionally. Persuasive data should 

contain no value judgments, inferences or  generalizations that an evaluator might have formed 

during a classroom visitation (Stodolsb, 1984). Whîle this may be difficult to achieve in practice, 

the additional criteria found in this Board document are not only focused on the teacher's 

interpersonal behaviours but they are so broad that they require explanations, d e f ~ t i o n s  and 

parameters. Discussing a teacher's "professionalism, interpersonal relationships, and realization of 

objectives" would be an insurmountable task without vaiid and meamrable indicators of these 

traits. To achieve the reported formative and summative purposes of the written report, the criteria 

used for judging teacher effectiveness m u t  refer to specific job responsibilities, not just vague 

subjective descriptors of the teacher's personality, attitudes and values. 

The Recomrnended Process of Evaluation 

The teacher evaluation guideline includes a summary of the process of the teacher evaluation. 

The Principal should meet with the staff to discuss the evaluation program and the 
criteria to be used in the evaluation process. Each school, because of its particular 
nature and mutually developed goals, may add to the list of cnteria. The evaluation 
will be done by one or more of the following: Principal, Vice-Principal, Department 
Head or Area Superintendent. A discussion with the teacher should be part of each 
evaluation. 

The use of the word "should" is disconcertkg. This document states that whiie principals are not 

required to discuss evaluation criteria, they could add to the cnteria as they deemed appropriate, 

and that they did not even have to discuss the evaluation with the teacher. This is a surpnsingly 

explicit statement to make. Common sense and sound educationai policies would dictate that a 

teacher being evaluated must know the criteria by which they are being measured. There were 

several documented cases in Ontario in the late 1970s and 1980s of unpleasant legal repercussions 



following the problem of teachers, who had received a negative reports, claimuig to not have 

known the cnteria by which they were judged (Hickcox, 1988). Yet principds in the late 1980s, 

according to this written Board policy, still did not have to discuss the cntena of evaluation with 

their teachers. Here lies the potentid for a completely sumrnative, sometirnes punitive "top-down" 

exercise. It can be argued that teachers as professionals should be responsible enough to h o w  any 

possible cnteria Various sources such as educationai journals, board policy documents as well as 

College of Teachers guidelines provide lists and descriptions of currently acceptable criteria 

However, the principal codd even "add to the List of criteria" developed by this Board policy. This 

document fiom 1988 hearkens back to the evaluation techniques of the early part of our 

educational system, notably the inspection of teachers in an arbitrary manner by administrators 

armed with a copy of the Limit Table and regulations who would üse questionable criteria chosen 

completely by personal preferences. In a response to the problem of teacher awareness of how they 

were being assessed, the Ontario Secondary Schools Teachea' Federation has repeatedly issued a 

"performance appraisal system evaluation chart" to all its members which states that the purposes, 

objectives and critena chosen must be clearly dehed  (OSSTF, 1980, 1985, 1990, 1993). 

A department head in this Board may also be cailed on to conduct the evaluation of a teacher. 

Department heads in Ontario secondary schools gain their positions by having a specialist degree in 

the subject area in which they wish to become a leader and by being successfÙ1 in an interview 

process. Department heads have not had any specific training in evaluation techniques that should 

be part of the training to attain principal's qualifications. The role of the department head has 

traditionally been to timetable subjects, maintain a budget, lead in the development of subject 

specific curriculum and mode1 good teaching strategies and evaluation techniques. They had 

never, until the late 1980s, been asked to evaluate members of their department. Heads in the 

public school system were seen as mentors, not reviewers of the teachers in their department. 

Under the Education Act (1980), evaluation of teachers is not defined as a task for department 

heads. Principals, according to the same Act, c m  nsign specific duties to any teacher they wish. 

RumuIo Magsino (1987), in his examination of teachers' legal rights, states Canadian education 

acts serve to support the common-law tradition which defines the school board-teacher relationship 



as a master-servant or employer-employee relationship, regardless of teachers' perceptions of their 

academic and civil liberties. Whether it is wise or prudent to have department heads evaluate 

other teachers has not been thoughtfidly considered by Board administration. The reality of the 

massive cost in time and energy for principals to regularly evaluate their staff  has resulted in a new 

trend. Department heads in this Board and throughout Ontario cm now be asked to evaluate 

department members, regardless of a multitude of problems: they have had no specific training; 

their perceived role is as a supportive coach and ally, not an evduator; and the Ontario Secondary 

School Teachers' Federation specifies that department heads should refuse to take on a role as 

official evaluator (OSSTF, 1980, 1993). I have witnessed many heads' personal and professional 

discornfort in participating in this summative type of evaluation. in this connection, 1 know of 

colleagues whose principal stated that department heads would observe and write a report on all 

members of their department that were due for the officia1 evaluation, unless, the teacher was "at 

risk" or had received numerous student or parent cornplaints. In these "tough" cases, the principal 

would relieve the heads of this difficult duty. The reality of teacher evaluations is that, for many 

administrators, at l e s t  in the five high schools that 1 have been employed, it has become yet 

another tiresome duty that does not add to organization effectiveness or to the school's educationd 

goals. 

Of the 20 teacher evaluation reports studied, the difference in who is responsible for making the 

report seemed to depend largely on whether the teacher taught in an elementary or a secondary 

school. Of the 10 elementary reports, principals wrote 8 and vice principals wrote 2. In the 

secondary panel vice principals wrote 6 of 10, department heads wrote 3 and a superintendent 

wrote 1. The report written by the superintendent was unique in that the person being evaluated 

was looking for a promotion to vice principal. When it cornes to the cntical task of choosing 

potential candidates for promotion, the classroom observation becomes more of a concern for an 

adrninistrator. None of the secondary evaluations, it tums out, were written by principals. The 

reports may confmn the tendency in the past two decades in Ontario of principals assigning some 

of their evduation duties, in secondary schools, to department heads (Hickcox, 1988). One could 

argue that principals should take very seriously their role in improving instruction and encouraging 

professional growth but it would seem in the sample studied that at the present time, observing 

teachers' classes and writing formal reports is not considered an important or practical way to 



achieve these educational goals. 

An intereshg cornparison c m  be made when reading the secondary evaluations that were 

cornpleted by vice principals versus those written by department heads. As might be expected, the 

department head commenteci much more fiequently on the teacher's command of the subject area 

and his or her ability to work with other members of the department. The vice principals, however, 

presumably might not have the subject expertise; therefore, they did not comment on subject 

specific content, but focused instead on generic teaching skills (e-g., evaluation techniques, 

classroom management) in addition to the teacher's conunitment to extracurricdar activities in the 

school as a whole. Comments such as "Ms D. prepares clear, detailed, attractive handouts . . . . II 
and "The lesson involved the whole classtt were typical of the observations made by vice- 

principals. One report written by a vice principal demonstrates the tendency to focus on 

performance outside of the classroom: 

Mrs. R. is a team builder. She conçtantly encourages staff to get involved and assists 
them with programming. She acts as a liason between staff and administration 
bringing their concerm forward as well as offering possible solutions. She also deals 
with parents most effectively, pointing out to them when the need arises, the positive 
aspects of their child's educational experiences . . . . Mrs. R. is very adept at dealing 
with concerns of students, staff and parents. She deals fairly and consistently with 
such matters in a way that is understood and accepted by those învolved. Mrs. R. has 
been an active member of our School Management Team . . . . She has coordinated a 
nurnber of school initiatives on special occasions . . . She has coached . . . She assists 
with out weekly Administration Meetings . . . . She was involved as a member of our 
school team . . . . She is a valued member of School C's team. 

Only one sentence of the entire three page report on Mrs. R mentioned her teaching skills: 'Mrs R 

is an excellent classroom teacher." It seems questionable to me whether or not classroom 

performance was actually observed at dl. This focus of this evaluation would seem more 

appropriate for a chairperson, a department head or even an administrator, not for a Grade 4 

teacher. 

Department heads, on the other hand, noted subject based skills such as French and math with great 

detail: 



As the students waked into the room, they were greeted with music and news reports 
fiom the French radio station. When the class was quickly settled and ready to start, 
volunteers put the answers to homework previously assignecl on the board. Homework 
questions reflected the theme of the present unit 'Bien dans sa peau'' (feeling good 
about yomelf) and Mrs. M.'s questions generated excellent anmers which showed not 
only a mature thought process but also a very high degree of proficiency in the French 
language. Mrs. M. took the opportunity to review language structures already learned 
and concentrated on grammatical points . . . . Mrs. M's excellent command of the 
French language, her clear and precise wording, her encouragement and praise for their 
efforts . . . generated maximum participation nom the entire class . . . . 

In the class visited, the objective was to consolidate graphing skills, and l e m  to use 
the TL81 Graphics Caiculator for graphing functions. Mr. S. emphasized and 
reviewed various skills and properties that the students should understand: the equation 
has the same graph no matter how it is rearranged; how to rearrange equations to solve 
for x or y . . . . The students enjoyed tryllig to create interesting graphs and figuring 
out how to make them. 

In surn, the evaiuator significantly constructed what was being observed. 

Problems aise when administrators who have no subject expertise are expected to evaluate 

teachers by using several cnteria under the heading "subject/program expertise". Being evaluated 

by a department head might ensure more reliable date regarding subject expertise, but the 

department head, and the principal for that matter too, may lack the training and lcnowiedge of 

current educational theories. Peer review has been adopted in many professions outside teaching 

with recognized results (Wise & Darlene-Hammond, 1988) but remains problematic to implement 

in schools due to the entrenched formal, stnictured and standardized fiinction of current teacher 

evaluation policy. Both the subject expert and the educational leadership expert should be called 

on to develop criteria specific to each teacher and to perhaps cooperatively write the report and 

mentor the teacher on ways to improve. 

The final section of the "Teacher Evaluation Guideline" States that general assessment ratings were 

to be "used for al1 probationary teachers and for permanent teachers whose work is unsatisfactory 

or poor". The general assessment ratings u e  as follows: 

Excellent: An outstanding teacher whose performance ranks high in ail respects. 
Very Good: A teacher whose performance is highly commendable. 
Good: A teacher whose performance is without a .  major weahess. 



(Inratisfactoty: A teacher whose performance is below an acceptable standard. An 
unsatisfactory teacher must show improvement in those areas outlined in the evaluation 
report. 
Poor: A teacher whose performance has major defects. A poor teacher must take 
immediate steps to correct these major defects, faihg which a recommendation will b e  
made to the Board for termination of the teacher's contract. 

This rating scale is illuminating. After the classroom observation and the writing of amdotal 

comments in a report, the principal has to choose one of these overall ratings for every teacher. 

The entire evaluation process is tainted in its purpose since only probationary teachers and 

permanent teachers whose work is unsatisfactory or poor mwt receive a rating. Deeming a 

permanent teacher's work as excellent, very good, or good was not viewed as necessary. It would 

appear that the overall rating serves as a punitive function to "flag" incompetent teachers and to 

indicate whether a probationary teacher should be granted a permanent contract. This is purely 

summative evaluation. There is no desire to improve a teacher's performance - only the threat that 

if they don? improve by the time of the next evaluation, that bis or her employment is at risk. In 

my informal discussions with colleagues in the secondary system over the past ten years I've noted 

teacher satisfaction or dissatisfaction with an evaluation report having less to do with the written 

comments and more to do with the one or two word rating. Why a teacher was "good" and not 

"very good" or 'tery good" and not "excellent" could not be easily justified by the administrator 

and in some unfortunate cases may have caused strained relations between the teacher and the 

evaluator. 

The descriptors used in the general assessments are, in many ways, lacking in clarity, reliability 

and validity. The key word used in the assessrnent is "performance". If the "performance" in one 

particular lesson is "highiy commendable", than the teacher is excellent. There is no attempt to 

define an acceptable, let alone exemplary, standard by which the teachers are being rneasured. 

1 990 Evaluation Policies and Purposes 

In the Board where the reports were reviewed, the "Teacher Evaluation Guidelines" were updated 

in 1990. M a t  major changes were made to the written policy to assist the evaiuator and the 



teacher? The first section of the guideline outlines the format of  the report: 

Components of the Teacher Report- 

a) information and signatures specified on the report, 
b) observation, 
c) areas for growth, and 
d) general assessment 

When reading the 20 written reports, the majority of the content was devoted to a description of the 

teacheis lesson - on average between 80-95 percent of the sentences. Often several paragraphs, if 

not pages of writing, were observation notes while the "areas for growth" section received two or 

three sentences: 

Mr. Q. is currently teacher Math and Physical Education at . . . . This lesson obsewed 
was a Grade 9 Physical Education class in soccer. The students arrïved promptly in 
fidi equipment ready to get going. They obviously new what was expected by Mr. Q. 
and were looking forward to the class. He spent a few minutes at the start of class to 
r e m  written assignments and gave them an opportunity to return them to the change 
room. This was followed by a full body warmup activity in the gym before going 
outside and running the mandatory 800 rnetres. He then moved into a series of soccer 
drills . . . . He discussed some soccer strategies . . . . Overall the Iesson was well 
prepared, and offered much in the areas of soccer skill practice and fitness. . . . . 
Mr. Q. should continue to seek o p p o h t i e s  to visit other classroom teachers when 
possible, to compare what he is doing in the classroom, to fïnd new ideas and to share 
his experience with other teachers for the benefit of everyone. 

This was the n o m  regardless of the general assessment that the teacher "earned". If one of the 

fundamental purposes of classroom observation is to improve teacher performance, than a teacher 

who was deemed merely "satisfactory" should be a prompt to the evaiuator to take considerable 

time in outlining a growth plan for this teacher. Yet in my expenences of evaluation, which are 

shared with my colleagues at the same schools, most principals request that a teacher submit a 

written growth plan before the classroom observation has even occurred. This growth plan, then, 

is often copied word for word into the written report. 

While it certainly may be beneficial for teachers to develop their own professional growth plan, the 



argument c m  be made that this process should be bdanced with the Board's other stated purpose 

of evaluation which is to improve instruction. This process would be facilitated by the principal, 

or "master teacher" discussing, defining and advising collaboratively with the teacher concerning 

suitabte areas for improvernent. A teacher who identifies cornputer literacy as one of their main 

areas for professional growth, when it is clear that classroom management is the skill that needs to 

be refined, will probably not benefit by submitting their growth plan in advance and by not having 

any discussion or changes made to it after consultation with the evaluator. 

In the updated (1990) version of the guidelines, the purpose statement has been removed The 

"how" of the Board's evaluation process has been lengthened but the "why" has been eradicated. 

Another s eparate, lengthy Board document (titled Growing Together) out lines the purposes; al1 the 

sarne, it is unusual that a detailed statement is not made on the evaiuation document itself for 

teachers to read. 

The first page of Growing Together reviews a new Board resolution that recognizes the need for a 

resource booklet to be developed to assist teachers and evaluators (April 18, 1990). Unfortunately, 

for the majority of my colleagues and rnyself, this document was never distributed as a tool to 

assist us in our respective roles in the evaluation process, even though 1 was called on to evaluate 

two of my own department members. The second page of the document is titled "The Main 

Purpose of Evaluation". What follows is a lengthy quote by Casper F. Paulson Jr. (source 

unknown) which poeticaily compares the change process to sailing a boat: 

1 would like to think that those of us committed to the educational enterprise have not 
surrendered to a mindless gravity, nor do we trust in a manifest destiny, nor are we 
Oriven like flotsam across the sea. 1 would like to think that we c m  "put our sheets" to 
the "winds of change" . . . for motive force. But how then do we set our course and 
pursue Our destination? We must measure the wind, read the compass and use the 
sextant. We must chart and log our course. And sometimes in the dark of the night we 
must use celestid guides to steer toward our terrestrial objective. And that is what 
evaluation is aU about. 

1 cm only speculate as to why this nebulous nautical passage was chosen and titled as "The Main 

Purpose of Evaluation". Perhaps it is merely a dramatic and metaphoric introduction to the 

otherwise dry consideration of policies and procedures that follow in the handbook. 



In the following section, the primary purpose of teacher evaluation is stated as a way to insure that 

the Board's "mission" will be achieved: "Each [deleted Board name] Public School is cornmitted 

to educate every student in its care by providing the skiils, knowledge, and values necessary for 

individuals to be capable and concemed participants in Canadian society". Four objectives are 

listed next related to effective teaching: to monitor and ensure effective delivery of programs and 

senrices to students; to maximize the effectiveness of teachuig staff., to promote ongoing 

professionai growth and development in educators; to obtain idormation for making educationally 

sound management decisions such as future staff development plans, the selection and 

development of candidates for promotion and, when necessary, the intensive assistance and 

documentation of those teachers whose teaching performance is unsatisfactory. The purpose has 

been updated to recognize that teacher evaluation also includes not only a pedcgogical purpose in 

improving performance but a political and professional purpose in ranking teacher's abilities with 

regards to possible promotion or possible documentation of poor performance. The Board 

acknowledges the implicit purpose of evaluation as maintainhg the power structure and hierarchy 

found in this school system where evaluators would decide, fiom classroorn observation, who will 

advance in the system. The formative purposes of evaluation, with its focus on Mprovement, and 

the surnmative purposes, with its focus on judgment, have been combined. While some researchers 

in the evaluation field (e-g., Darling-Hammond, 1983) advocate for the separation of these two 

motives, this school Board continues to fûse them. 

Criteria for Making Judgments 

The remainder of this Board document Growing Together deals with probationary and permanent 

contract legalities and mies regarding the distribution and submission of reports. It dso includes 

the template for the written report that follows a classroom observation. On the back of the 

template are the revised critena and standards for making judgments when preparing the written 

report (Appendix A). 

These cnteria are divided into those that should be included and those that might be included in the 



teachefs written report in recognition that teaching is far too complex a task to examine al1 aspects 

at once (CangeIoni, 1991). It was reassuring to see a number of fùndamental changes in the criteria 

nom those used in the former version. Many of the descriptors iisted as "observable indicators of 

effective teaching" that focused on the teacher's values and personality had been removed, such as 

"warmth" and "enthusiasm". Other changes included the removal of 'kesponsiveness to 

individuals" and "absence of negative criticism". "Classroom control" was rephrased into the more 

positive "management of learning environment". 'Vse of student answers in the development of 

the lesson" had been replaced by the more neutral and encompassing "student involvement". 

"Correction or remediatiou" was new to the list of indicators, as was "attention to different learning 

styles". New theories of knowledge acquisition and evaluation as m d e s t e d  by the inclusion of 

these new standards. Student evaluation was regarded as a new important focus in improving 

instruction with many separate subheadings to guide the assessment, e.g., diagnostic techniques, 

formative techniques, summative techniques, reporting to parents. In the previous guideline, 

"evaluation of student progress" was an optional criteria to be used in a discussion with the teacher. 

A consideration of the additional criteria that supervisors could use in a written report in both the 

old and new evaluation guidelines demonstrates that the Board's administrators had decided to 

include more specific out-of-classroom critena in teacher assessrnent. The term '6professionalism'' 

was dropped fÏom the more recent list. Also removed were the critena "'quaiity of program", 

"learning environment", "student assignments" and "realization of objectives". "Interpersonal 

relationships" was modified to the more definitive "peer inter-relationshîps-colleagues, 

administrators, support staff'. New components include "supports school policies, supports school 

objectives, assumes duties outside the classroom, extracurricular involvement, knowledge of 

system philosophy, expectations, and program, evidence of growth, aud, keeps abreast of new 

development-participation in professional asssociation". More than half (12 of 22) of the standards 

for making judgements are placed explicitly outside the realm of classroom teaching performance. 

1 would argue that many of the classroom indicators are impossible to measure fiom a one time 

coilection of data, notably, lmowledge of current teachinglleaming strategies", "use of routine", 

"reporting to parents' and "knowledge of subject/program". 



Number of Classroom Visitations 

Even a minonty of the critena outlined above would necessitate more than just a single classroom 

observation. Traditional measurement perspectives surmise that increasing the number of 

observation occasions will increase consistency and reliability (Rowley & Simon, 1974; Stodolsky, 

1 990;). Planning, evaluation and instnic tionai methodology cannot be determineci without 

considerable discussion with the teacher outside of the clasroom. The actual written reports 

revealed an increase in the reported classroom visits and private conferences held with the teacher 

as part of the evaluation process. From the nine elementary reports that documented the number of 

visits, six identified that there had been two or more classroom visitations. Six reports stated that 

two private conferences had been heId with the teacher, one report stated that only one conference 

had taken pIace and two reports stated that no conference had occurred. The trend in the 

elementary panel may be towards more one-on-one discussion with the teacher c o n c e d g  his or 

her philosophy, methods and evaluation. 

Each of the secondary written reports involved only one classroom visitation. Al1 but one of the 

secondary reports claimed to have included two conferences with the teacher. 1 can o d y  speculate 

as to the reasons that would explain the difference in elementary and secondary procedures. 

Elementary lessons are often only 40 to 45 minutes in length while a typical secondary class runs 

75 minutes. Perhaps elementary administrators feel that more time is needed to observe their staff 

in their generaiist role. Most elementary teachers teach a variety of subject areas and this fact may 

account for the administrator's desire to visit a class on more than one occasion. Another more 

pedestrian reason for the difference in time observed between elementary and secondary teachers is 

simply the reality that the number of staff in an elementary school is far smaller than a secondary 

stafc thus the administration rnay have more t h e  and energy to devote to evaluation procedures. 

There also may be few immediate rewards for some secondary principals to improve their teachers' 

instruction. 



Pre conferences 

Pre conferences with the teacher to be evaluated are typically observed in this Board, perhaps due 

to both Union and Board policy that states that performance appraisal must include provisions for 

pre conferencing whenever classroom observation is used as a method for gathering data (OSSTF, 

1993; Board Policies and Procedures, 1992). The teacher may present a detailed lesson plan to the 

administrator at that tirne. The administrator may ask questions to reveal additional idonnation 

regarding other non-classroom cntena such as contribution to total school Life and professional 

growth activities and should provide feedback and suggestions concerning the upcoming lesson 

that he or she will observe. In Lawton, Hickcox, Leithwood and Musella's (1988) study of  

performance appraisal in Ontario scDools, only 36 percent of the teachers indicated that a pre- 

evafuation conference took place, with the average t h e  allotted being 20 minutes. 

Post Conferences 

The tendency towards more conferencing with the teacher before and after the cIassroom 

observation could be perceived as a positive step; however, the practical realities of the process as 1 

have experienced them, and researchers have noted, often reveal disappointing facts. Keith 

Acheson and Meredith Gai1 (1 987) suggest that post evaluation feedback is extremely critical. It is 

an opportunity for the evaluator to show his or her objective data and observations to the teacher 

without comment, The teacher should then be encouraged to assess the data and comment on their 

strengths and weaknesses. Together, the teacher and supervisor can agree on alternative 

approaches for the future which the supervisor helps to facilitate. Although al1 of these 20 reports 

recorded that a post conference had occurred, in my own personal experience, and in the 

experience of the majonty of teaching staff that 1 have had interaction with, the post conference is 

typically held as soon as the report is written. The purpose of the post conference becomes merely 

to provide the teacher an occasion to read over the report and to sign it, stating that he or she has 

received a copy; the purpose is not to discuss the contents or areas of growth, or a subsequent 

support plan. This experience is consistent with the Ontario stuàies of Lawton, Hickcox, 



Leithwood and Musella (1988) who found that, "the incidence of planned follow-up activities is 

extremely low" (p. 5). 

Problems in Credibility: Subverting the Procas of the Classroom Visitation 

Other disappointing trends emerge from my own experience in this school system, namely that four 

administrators did not stay to observe an entire lesson, two did not even show up for the scheduled 

Iesson and one merely asked for a lesson plan on which to base his report because he did not intend 

to watch the lesson. Perhaps these administrators perceive this sabotaging of procedure as the 

uItimate in flattery to certain SM members. With a conspiratory wink, the administrator might 

inform a teacher that while a report will be written, there really is no need for him or her to actuaily 

be a presence in the classroom, since that teacher's competency is well known to him or her. These 

actions by administrators are in clear violation of a Board policy that outlines specific steps of the 

teacher evaluation process. Along these hes ,  Richard Stiggins (1988) argues that classroom 

observations have to be sufficient in number and duration to produce a representative sample of 

performance. Milbrey McLaughh and Scott Pfeifer's (1988) study of four school districts in 

Califomia reports other administrators shirking their evaluation duties: 

1 had only one observation (this year), but 1 never had a chance to sit down with my 
evaluator and look at what he wrote. This year he just caught me in the hail and said 
"I'm going to cirop by and see you sometime this week." Then two weeks later he 
dropped into my class unannounced . . . several days later he stopped me in the hall and 
said "You had a great observation." To be honest, 1 felt somewhat brushed off. In fact, 
1 was d o w ~ g h t  offended because when you evaluate someone that way, you're 
basically tallcing about the dignity and worth of the individual. (p. 126) 

Teacher alienation is dso reported in Ronald Doll's (1983) Supervision for StaffDeveZopment: 

1 asked my supervisor why he was visiting me. He said, "Because the school Board 
rules Say 1 have to". "What do you do with your notes?" 1 asked (as thought 1 didn't 
know). "They go into your file, but don't worry, they're complimentary enough," he 
replied. 1 guess m y  file is more important than 1 am. Strange world, isn't it? (cited in 
Giles & Proudfoot, 1990, p. 259) 

It is troubling to think that even in the most unusual and infiequent cases, administrators in any 

jurisdiction might circumvent board policy, ignoring their own professional duties as well as 

jeopardize any respect they may have developed with their staff. It is extremely difficult to define 



the extent of this type of action even with the complete records of this Board, since ody  a date had 

to be included as proof that a post conference occurred. 1 venture that iack of time due to the 

multitude of principals' responsibilities, the extra effort required to complete a debriehg dong 

with a lack of desire by perhaps both the teacher and administrator to lengthen the evaluation 

process may lead to various forms of subversion of intended Board policy. Perhaps this 

phenornenon is just another example of the complex relation between policy talk and actual 

institutional change. 

Teacher's Wntten Feedback 

Comments that a teacher is w i b g  to express about the evaluation process may be found in the 

written feedback area of his or her report. Five bIank lines are included on the front of official 

teaching reports (see Appendix A) to provide the teacher with the opportunity to make comments. 

Only four teachers fiom this sample made any statements. Al1 four of the teacher's comments were 

to thank the administrator for a positive evaluation experience: "1 have very much enjoyed the 

supportive administration, staff and community"; "1 feel that the evaluation process was a positive 

one, and a beneficial leaming experience for me"; "1 appreciate the thne and effort that Mr. R. put 

into our conferences and discussions"; Mr. K. is a very supportive and inspirational Head of 

Department He made the evaluation a positive, leaming expenence". One teacher attached a 

separate sheet, summarizing and reflecting on the procedure: 

The evaluation process used this year included a group review of the process and 
criteria, a personal interview, a classroom Visitation and a review of the wriâten report. 
This provided me with the personal assurance that many factors and facets of teachùig 
were taken into account wbile the evaluation was done. 1 would also like to tfiank Mrs. 
S. and Mr. Q. for giving me the opportunity to seek new challenges and directions for 
personal and professional growth and having the confidence in me to support my desire 
for promotion. 

None of the comments reflect a tme consideration of the lesson observed, teaching strategies, 

reflection of the assessrnent or possible growth plans. What they do demonstrate in this case is the 

teachef s gratefulness in receiving a positive report, or, perhaps, an attempt to gain favour with the 

adrninistrator especially since he or she is seeking a promotion. 



Only one teacher had attached a separate sheet to her evaluation that added specific information she 

wanted to be submitted to counter some rather negative statements made about her teaching skills 

and professionalism: 

1 wish to add under INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY that the biography in 
question was jointly chosen . . . by the classroom teacher and myself . . . In the section 
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT, 1 add that mention was made that the next step in 
the lesson NOT be stated . . . . 1 add to CONTRIBUTION TO SCHOOL LKFE that 1 
also planned and conducted . . . . . 1 include, in the AREAS FOR GROWTH, that Ms 
F. remindeci me only once of the "total silence" regdation. 1 add that at times, as al1 
teacher librarians have found, it is essential to work at a desk where a cornputer is 
located, in order to assist students . . . . It is unfortunate that Ms F. did not feel that 
being notified on . . . was not enough Iead time to reorganize the library schedule. 

This teacher felt misjudged in many of the criteria areas, as dramatically noted by her use of block 

caps in the text. 1 am left to wonder why the administrator and department head who have been 

cntical of her in these areas, did not discuss auci change the comments in the officia1 report, and 

instead, left them as a separate submission by the teacher in question. 

Length of Written Reports 

With such a long list of mandatory cnteria in addition to a substantial supplementary list for the 

administrator to use in assessing the teacher's performance, I expected these written reports to be 

detailed and lengthy. The average length of these reports was two pages that totaled 300 words. 

The longest report belonged to an elementary teacher at five pages. The shortest were two 

secondary reports, both that were less than one page totaling 110 words. Perhaps the evaluatoa 

express satisfaction with teacher perfomiance by writing a concise statement. Some evaluatoa 

may feel that a couple of paragraphs are sdficient to get the teacher's mandatory evaluation 

completed and back to the Board office before a deadline. Still others take a signincant amount of 

time, care and effort in completing a detailed observation and assessrnent of the s t a f f  member 

based on a variety of sources. 

The length of the report was not necessarily an indicator of relevant detail, though. Many of the 

longer reports were written in a vague style. These statements, as examples, were common; 

"School A's staff and students have benefited in many ways fkom Ms. W.'s contributions to the 



school. She has demonstrated efficiency in al1 the aspects of department administration. Ms. W. 

provides an outstanding example of professional behaviour for members of her department". Lists 

were also very popular in the written report, frequently lacking adequate description of the items 

indicated: "The students are evaluated using the following methods, summative tests, formative 

tests, formative teacher evaluation of -dents in the group, CO-operative learning projects, student 

self-evaluation". In four of the reports 1 found what 1 thought was excessive detail that focused on 

describing the physical qualities of the classroom while ignorhg more important facets of the 

teacher's performance: 

Many display materials relatuig to her program and themes are evident - Ginderelia 
stories and pictures, an octopus student duties board, bea. poems, graphs, patterns etc. 
The room also contains many centres such as computer, Listening, reading, games, 
puzzles, building, cut and paste. It is a very colourful and inviting room. 

While a description of a conducive leamhg environment is important, in this case, it was far 

outbalanced by the remaining two paragraphs of the report that sumrnarized a Halloween story that 

was read to the students. 

General Assessment Ratings 

In the updated policy on evaluation, guidelina for granting a "general assessment" to teachers were 

changed to differentiate between probationary and permanent teachers: 

General assessment ratings must be s h o w  for all probationary teachers and for 
permanent teachers whose work is unsatisfactory. Others are optional. 

For Probationiuy teachers only: 
Satisfactory : Meets Board standards 
Unsatisfactoy: Fails to meet Board standards 
Note: A probationary teacher requires a general assessment of "satisfactory" in order to 
quality for a permanent contract. 

For Permanent Teachers Only: 
Excellent: Exceeds Board standards on a regular basis. 
Vety Good: Meets Board standards on a regular basis. 
Satisfactory: Meets most of the Board standards on a regular basis. 
Unsatisfactory: Fails to meet Board standards. 



Probationary teachers can only rate a "pass" or "fail" in their performance in a determination of 

whether they would be hired. The other notable change is that permanent teachers were now to be 

judged by Board standards (e-g., "Meets most of the Board standards on a regular basis", 1990 

policy) instead of the more narrow definition of teaching performance (e-g., "A teacher whose 

performance is without any major weakness", 1980 policy). The Board wanted to include al i  

aspects of its policies and procedures in a judgment of what makes an effective teacher. No 

documents defke the Board's standards 

A teacher, as an employee of this particu1a.r Board, must adhere and promote al1 aspects of the 

" s ystem p hilosop hy, expectations, and program". One report in particular stated that the teacher 

was "a positive team member who supports school, area and Board initiatives". Fifieen of the 

reports included the term "team player" or "team builder" as positive comments. 

Perhaps as a result of this stress on Board standards as the overall indicator of a teacher's success, 

teachers that do not share their employeis educational objectives might find themselves with a 

negative evaluation in their file at the Board office. While most educators share a majority of 

educational goals (e.g., the students' well being, the fostering of intellectual and creative 

development), there may be significant disagreement as what are the means to achieve these ends. 

If a board, for instance, decides that destreaming is the best way to teach students and a teacher 

disagrees, the teacher, according to the new evaluation guidelines, could now be considered as non- 

supportive of that board. This is one of the most striking changes of the Board's evaluation policy 

within only ten years time. Its language and intent is borrowed fkom corporate models where 

employees are expected to support management's goals, or lose their job for not being a "team 

player". This change indicates a r e m  to the more traditional, summative evaluation of teaching 

pro fessionals. 

Despite the clear specifications on who c m  be awarded which type of overall assessment, the 

reports divulged the followïng discrepancies. One elementary probationary teacher was rated as  

"excellent" (this rating was not to be used for probationary teachers), one was rated as 

"satisfactory" and one permanent teacher was rated as "excellent". The remaining seven permanent 

elementary teachers were given no rating at dl. Two secondary permanent teachers were rated as 



"excellent". The remaining eight received no overall assessment nting. None of these teachers 

had an unsatisfactory rating, even though one report in particular was very negative regarding the 

teacher's Iesson and overall professional behaviour (e.g., the lesson's "suitability for English as a 

second Ianguage students was questionable" and "students were confused" and "there are concerns 

about Ms. Y's interpretatioxi of her job description and her cornpliance with department policies"). 

Administrators, for unknown reasons, chose to inconsistently apply or ignore the Board's own 

policy in regards to assessment ratings. 

Criteria used in Teacher Assessrnent 

According to this Board's procedures and the Ontario Secondary School Federation's guidelines, 

teachers are to be made explicitly aware of the criteria by which they are judged before the 

classroom visitation. Richard Stiggins' (1988) studies of teacher evaluation in Ontario found that 

one of the main factors in its effectiveness is if the evaluation is related to relevant predetermined 

performance criteria, critena that are uniquely relevant to the teacher. Lawton, Hickcox, 

Leithwood and Musella (1982) detemined in their survey of Ontario schools that 71 percent of 

teachers indicated that the purpose, but not the criteria, of their 1st evaluation had been clearly 

communicated. The study cautions that even this positive result is "somewhat ambiguous given 

that not much time is usually spent in preparation for the evaluation of teachers" (p. 21). 

While the mandatory critena listed in the Teacher Evaluation Guideline aim at the stated purpose 

of improving instruction, the optional criteria focus on the professional growth of the teacher. An 

analysis of the administrators' comments revealed if criteria headhgs were used, which mandatory 

criteria would be the focus of the reports and what proportion of the written reports were devoted 

to discussing mandatory and optional criteria. If thoughtful Board philosophies and educational 

purposes dictate the critena on which to base an assessment, surely the administraton would 

follow these standards when making their judgments. An accompanying evaluation binder, 

Growing Together, was published in 1990 as a tool to assist administraton in this goal of 

standardized assessment criteria. 

The ten elementary reports had interesthg results reflected in the use of criteria A total of five of 



the reports used no critena headings in the written report. When reading the report, 1 would have 

to read between the lines to identift/ criteria that were implicit in an anecdotal review of a lesson- 

The other five reports used criteria that were not listed in the policy document, such as "lesson 

presentation", "quality of program'' (versus the policy's statement of "knowledge of program"), 

"classroom ahnosphere", "instructional leadership", "mauagement fuoctions" and "professional 

relationships". While these tems rnight be close in intent to the stated policy, that administrators 

choose their own terminology when reporting criteria suggests that even the best board policy 

cannot ensure its implementation at the school level. Only three of the reports mentioned student 

evaluation policies. 1 can only speculate how instructional practices c m  be improved when there is 

no mention of why and how the students' learning is assessed. 

Three secondary reports had no guiding criteria headings and were a synopsis of one particular 

Iesson. The other seven evaluators were carefùl to select Eom the Board's maadated k t .  The two 

most fiequently used criteria were "clasmm performance" (an obvious choice considering the 

mandatory visitation) and the other, perhaps more surpnsing, cnterion that was used in every single 

report, was "contribution to total school life". 

It appearç fiom this sample that what is important to the evaluator as administrator is what the 

teacher does outside of the classroom. Whether the teacher is a coach, chaperone, attendance 

rnonitor or chairperson is considered a crucial area of their assessment. The following examples 

illustrate the importance of extracurricular performance in a teacher assessment: 

Ms. E. is presently working with our Folk Dancers and is becomhg more involved 
outside of the classroom. 

She has been an active contributor in a variety of ways. Her contributions in these 
areas have been greatly appreciated. 

Ms. J. often spends her lunch hour at school coaching teams and clubs. 

She has coordinated a number of school initiatives on special occasions (Le. Education 
Week, Heritage Week, electives, assemblies, year end outings). She has coached 
bantarn boys, girls and coed volleyball as well as running long jump for track and field. 
Mrs. R. assists with the newsletter in wrîting articles for it as well as being one of the 
main proof readers before printhg. 



Being an excellent classroom teacher does not appear to be enough in the eyes of these 

administrators and Board officiais. Ideally, one must contribute to total school life. The reality 

of the school system today is that it is cannot be nin without the unpaid administrative 

assistance and voluntary extracmricular work of its teachers. Comments in the reports reflect the 

administrator's recognition of this fact: "We are appreciative of the extra hows invested". 

Frequent acknowledgment is made of the " c o d e s s  hours" that staff members put into "non 

teaching" activities. 

Besides the other non mandatory cnterion that was used in 17 of the reports was "Professional 

Activities and Professional Growth.". This would seem to be a positive trend since the stated 

purpose of the teacher evaluation is to encourage professional growth. In service training, 

workshops, professional reading and conferences were some of the areas in which the teachefs past 

efforts were acknowledged: 'W. G. has attended in-services in such areas as Later Literacy and 

Reading Recovery", and "Ms. S. has also attended severai Professionai Development programs 

relating to the Transition Years . . . and then shared the Somation with us". 

Recording Future Growth Plans 

A problem that exists in many of the reports involves the fiiture growth plans of the teacher. Many 

vague statements were made such as: "He sees leadership skills as an area he would Like to 

develop"; "Continue with your efforts on assessrnent and evaluation. . ."; and " . . . improve the 

classroom music program". This absence of more specific suggestions and guidelines for the 

teachex's professional deveiopment reflect poorly on the evaluators and their own familiarity with 

appropriate professional opportunities for their own staffs. The sketchiness of these type of 

comments also confïrms research that fhds that "formative evaluation is one of the most poorly 

deveioped features of the entire range of s u p e ~ s o r y  responsibilities" (Daresh & Playko, 1995, p. 

290). This lack of formative evaluation may be due the expectation of an open discussion of 

deficiencies as well as s trengh in the cause of improved performance, that is far too large an 

investment in tirne and interpersonal skills (Daresh & Playko, 1995). 



One vice principal was candid in his comment that the teacher should attend upcoming conferences 

and workshops "that are financially feasl'ble". Su< of the evaluators had cornputer literacy as an 

area of growth for the teacher, making technology the most fiequently mentioned area of growth. 

Should individuai teachers be held completely accountable for their own professional growth? 

Recent research by Kremer-Hayon (1993) has made a viable connection between a school's climate 

and its powerful effect on the professional growth of individual teachers. Whether the school is 

supportive or restrictive and closed affected not only collegial relations (Little, 1982, cited in 

Krerner-Haron, 1993) but how effectively change was implemented and the degree of teacher 

development (Fullan, 1982). In a climate where p ~ c i p a l s  are just as responsible for teacher and 

school improvement as the classroom teacher, 1 think that teacher evaluations would be 

fundamentally different than the selection of written accounts that 1 examined. Perhaps the 

administrator who suggested "financially feasible" workshops might offer encouragement to the 

teacher by assisting with the school's allocated professional development funds. 

In two of the reports, the evaluator suggested as a growth plan that the teacher would be good 

candidate for promotion. In the 20 reports that 1 read, it became very clear which teachers were 

candidates for promotion and which were not. In the opening paragraph of one written report, it 

was stated that Mrs. X. "would be an excellent candidate for the position of vice p ~ c i p a l  and 

would have rny full support should she decide to do so". Yet another stated: W. G. expressed an 

interest in applying for promotion to chairperson. We will ensure that he is made aware of possible 

leadership oppominities as they become available". No written advice was given regarding the 

steps needed to attain this goal of promotion- 

1 have spoken to many teachers who felt obliged or were told directly to hclude a personal "growth 

plan" with the report. This "growth plan", instead of being an opportunity for the teacher to ponder 

on his or her effectiveness as a teacher and to articulate fiture professional development, is 

typically only a set of blanket statements Listing teaching workshops that they might attend in the 

future. This is due, in part, to deadlines on the submission of teacher reports that hinder the teacher 

f?om writing a tmly reflective piece. The official evaluation form has only a limited space for the 

growth plan. It is not part of the Board policy to hold teachers accountable for any of these 



statements (interview with supervisory officer, 1999). It is lef't up to wiil of the teacher to pursue 

any stated goals on an evaluation report. 

Problematic Observations 

In what may be an understatement, Popham (1988) notes the problem of maintaining classroom 

observation as the primary means of teacher assessment: "Even though classroom observations are 

almost universally regarded as the sine qua non of a complete teacher evaluation system, they are 

not without serious problems" (cited in CangeIoni, 1991, p. 47). 

One of the basic problems, perpehiated by evaluators since the 1870s, is the continual use of 

peeondity traits as valid criteria for what makes an effective teacher. In al1 of the elementary 

reports, the administrator had made a minimum of five to six of these comments. Four of the 

reports had over a dozen of these types of statements and descnptors (e-g., pleasant, funny, caring): 

''Mi. D. is a real breath of fksh air on our staff'; "Her enthusiastic persondity and origindity offer 

a great role mode1 for her pupils"; "Her caring attitude, flexibility and good humour giver her 

pupils a great yeaf'; "She is niendly and supportive"; " She is very empathetic with students", and 

"Her calm, motivational and supportive nature is instilied in her students". 

The secondary evaluators, on the other hand, were less inclined to articulate these types of 

observations. Three of the ten reports made no reference to personality while the remainder made 

only two or three comments: "Mr. E. demonstrates a warm and open-minded manner in his 

dealings with students" and "Miss. Y. is very caring with many of the students in her class." 

Perhaps the evaluators felt that due to the tender age of the children in their care, elementary 

professionals themselves must have these positive character attributes in order for the children to 

lem. In secondary classrooms, with its focus on subject-based expertise and preparing young 

adults for the world of work or post secondary training, personality appears to be considered a less 

worthy criterion for student leatning. Regardless of the reason, what evaluators are perhaps 

unaware of is the enlarging body of research that proves that "teaching styles and personality 

characteristics appear to Vary as much among teachers judged as highly competent by students, 

supervisors, and peers as they vary for teachers in general" (Men, Davidson, Hering & 

Jesunathadas, 1984, cited in Cangelosi, 1 99 1, p. 1 0). 



Gender Differences 

The difference between the descriptions made of male and fernale teachers were compelling. The 

seven male teachers were described as thorough, detailed and precise, caring, respectfui, 

approachable, leaders, competent, professional, resourceful, proactive, well organized having a 

good sense of humour and self-sufficient and bard working. Curiously, one evaluator felt it 

necessary to note one male physical education teacheis "exceptional athletic abîiity". 

Women, on the other hand, were fiequently descnied as caring, pleasant, bubbly, calm, fiendly, 

supportive, empathetic, controlled, sensitive, open, poised diligent, approachable and enthusiastic, 

endowed with a high energy level and able to use her voice effectively. One teacher was 

characterized as "a roie model, especiaily for fernale students". Another elementary tacher's 

officia1 assessment report records, "her positive and bright outlook that has helped cheer up rnany a 

staff member". It becomes evident that some evaluations are marked by stereotypical attitudes of 

gender roles both in and out of the classroorn. A woman's personality in the classroom was 

cornmented on in much more detail than her maIe counterparts. As Merill (1983) and Borisoff & 

Victor (1997) noted, gender and gender expectations may partially determine how s u p e ~ s o r s  

interact with those whom they supervise. Research tells us that the sex of participants affects what 

is communicated and how it is communicated. 

Carol Shakeshaft's (1989) considerable research proposes gender as an explanatory variable in 

theones and practice in supervision. Since men and women communicate differently and focus on 

different information, this variable may result in biased assessment procedures: "It rnay be the case 

that in a supervisory conference in which a principal is discussing an instructional issue with the 

teacher, the women participant is listening for the feeling and the man for the facts" @. 143). One 

report that 1 read did comment that a female teacher had, "maintained a highly professionai, 

receptive attitude towards al1 suggestions offered" during a post conference. It remains unclear 

what else the adrninistrator might have expected ftom her. 



Shakeshaft also speculates that the dinerent values that male and females carry into the job may 

lead to women focusing on instructional and child centred issues and men choose administrative 

issues to discuss with the principal. Because 1 could not accurately identify the gender of the 

evaluator in each case and 1 have no record of the oral communication that occurred during the 

assessrnent procedure, 1 cannot comment on her assertion that male teachers exhiiit more hostility 

in dealing with female administrators than do female teachers. 

Shakeshaft's (1987) analysis of written reports finds women who are initially evaluated less 

favourable than equally competent men and that males evaluate females more harshly than fernales 

evaluate females. She found women receive more neutral fonns of feedback while men receive 

both more positive and negative responses. The srnall sample that 1 reviewed contradicts these 

findings. Women had more positive statements made about their personalities, classrooms and 

teaching styles. A female principal (the report indicated a f h t  name, unlike others in the sample) 

gave the most critical report to a woman. The comments made about the men were more neutral. 

To illustrate the difference, the following excerpts taken fiom one male and one fernale's report: 

Mr. R. is presently a teacher at School B. Mr. R has acquired an exclusive and 
comprehensive breadth expenence in teaching young adolescents in a number of senior 
schools within the city. Mr. R believes that as a teacher, his major fbction in the 
school is to work as a member of a team to hclp socialize young people to acquire the 
skills, knowledge and attitudes that wiil allow the student to mature as a responsible, 
healthy and happy individual within our community. He recognizes that the task is 
indeed very challenging in our modem society, yet he is prepared to direct his energies 
and resources to fiilfill our mandate in teaching. 

Mrs. A. continues the gmwth she displayed in the Fall. She has a great rapport with 
the pupiis, displaying her warm, caring attitude. She is stiU well organized spending 
considerable tune to achieve her goals. Her enthusiam is infectious and is very evident 
at al1 times. She is quite flexible which is really the mark of a good teacher couples 
with a sense of hwnow that is so essential. Her classroom continues to be a pleasant, 
attractive leaming environment. 

While chosen to highlight difierences, this type of commentary, descnbing Mr. R as a teacher with 

considerable experience, articulated teaching philosop hies and goals and Mrs. A. as a teacher 

whose personality traits are intricately connected with her success as a teacher, are discemed in the 

same degree in the other reports. Perhaps a larger sample as well as an indication of the gender of 

those writing the report would show different patterns. 



The traditional view of women teachers as nurtunng role models and male teachers as those who 

impart intellechial wisdom has not changed as much as one would hope in over two centuries. 

Another difference found in the reports of male and female teachers was that in three of the femaie 

elementary reports, the evaluator included in the assessment of the learning environment the actual 

physical surroundings of the classroom: they were descnied as "warm and cornfortable", 

"colourfil and bnght" with details about artwork, accessories and bulletin board displays. 1 would 

conclude that gender dioerences were evident in the descriptors and focus of the reports. 

Observing the L e m h g  Environment 

Aside fiom descriptions of the physical space as well as the charactenstics of the teacher, the 

majority of evatuators provided exacting detail of the teachers' actions throughout the lesson. 

Mequently, there were statements made about the members of the class: "Students worked 

enthusiastically and cooperated"; and "Students were focused"; and "Some students were 

confused". These types of comments are problematic. Far fiom being objective accounts of what 

the evaluators witnessed, they are judgments of the teachers' effectiveness. But do the evaluators 

actually know if the students are learning or if they undersiand what is being taught by watchhg 

thern? One adrninistrator wrote, "Everyone worked to the best of their ability", a far fetched, 

unsubstantiated statement lacking hard data 

Further cornments on the reports are comparable in content to those found in the earlier political 

liberalist tradition of the mid 19th century: "Students speak openly and politely"; ttThey worked 

assiduously, completely involved in their projects, totally focussed and enthusiastic about finishing 

their designs"; and "Students are seated in individual rows". By commenthg on student behaviour 

(and seating arrangements), and ignoring performance assessment of any kind, the evaluator cannot 

make many vdid judgements concerning the learning that occurred, only that students were under 

control, well mannered and conforming to the expectations of a traditional discipiined classroom. 

Evaluators need to heed the warnings of Cangeloni (1991) concerning writing reports based on 

what is witnessed in the classroom: 



The classroorn with its social structure and activities is an incredibly cornplex 
environment. Far too much goes on in a classroom, much of wkch is inauenceci by 
unseen, unstable factors (e.g., whether or not a student argued with a parent the night 
before), for classroom observations to be the "direct" data source relevant to teaching 
cornpetence, teaching performance or shident outcomes that they are sometimes 
naively thought to be . . . . Unless extensive efforts are undertaken to educate and train 
observers to use well-designed observational instruments, classroom observations will 
continue to be dominated by malpractice that produces invalid results. (p. 47) 

Many practitioners share Cangeloni's (1991) concems when they realize the importance that one 

classroom observation plays in the overall assessment of a teacher. A Friday 1 s t  penod evaiuation 

wouId undoubtedly be different fiom one on a Monday morning. Observing a class in September 

is quite different that observing it December or lune. While most principals, as former teachers, 

should be sensitive to the invisible factors at play in the classroom, what of department heads who 

are called on to evaluate their peers in their own timetabled preparation period? In my experience 

with this particular Board, 1 never had the opportunity to be formakly or informally trained in 

assesment procedures, design or implementation even though 1 was called upon to evaluate two of 

my own department members. 

Problems in the Language of Reporting 

1 had initially anticipated interesting summaries of teachers in action when reading these 

documents. Fuzzy critena, imprecise descriptions and even cliched statements were prevalent, 

however. Cangeloni (1 99 1) also observed this phenornenon: "Most classroom observations either 

provide data for sumrnative evaluations that are too vague to be defended or formative evaluations 

that are not specific enough to influence teaching performance meaningfully" @. 231). The 

selected reports 1 read al1 contained fiequent generalities. 

The following are a small sample of these statements that gloss over particular aspects of teacher 

effectiveness: "She is a very hard worker"; "She has many innovative ideas"; "Her written reports 

are always well done"; " Mrs. P. is very cornfortable in the classroom with the curriculum and the 

students"; and "Mrs. C.'s student evaluation is of high quality". No evidence or even a singIe 

substantial example is provided to back up these statements. Lawton, Hickcox, Leithwood and 



Musella (1988) had comparable results in their study: first, a tendency to use vague and arnbiguous 

cnteria and second, cntena that ofien had no real relationship with effective teaching or learning. 

In the 20 evaluations of this study, statements were often made which left the reader confüsed in 

regards to the evaluatofs exact meanuig, but, perhaps, that was his or her intention: "He perceives 

himself as a team player and a good iistener"; "Her sincere desire to have a positive impact on 

children has emanated fiom al1 facets of the process"; "He generally completes tasks in a caring 

manner, with few errors". A principal once told me that in order to avoid confrontatiori with a 

difficult teacher, many evaluators write in this "read between the Lines'' style, in the hope that the 

next adrninistrator can pick up the nuances of what has been written. A teacher that "perceives" 

himself to be a team player and good listener is not the same as the teacher who is a team player 

and good listener. 

In six separate documents, the evaluatoa commented on the teacher's philosophy e.g, "Mr. X- 

believes that students should develop into life long leamers . . . ." and "She continues to be 

concerned about goals and objectives". While it is commendable that the teachers could articulate 

their educational philosophies, there was no solid evidence stated by the evaluator conceming 

specific professional endeavors that would demonstrate that the teachers were in fact putting their 

ideas into practice. 

The Iast major problem in the language of the reports was the use of absolute descnptors. 

Teachers, after the one period observation, were described as always prepared, always calm and 

constantly adapting curriculum. Four other faultless teachers were depicted: "Ms. D. never has 

discipline problems"; ". . . she is constantly searching for new ways to help students increase their 

knowledge and skills . . . ."; "She is continually seeking innovative instructional practices to 

irnprove delivery of the Art program", and "He is constantly searching for appropnate texts and 

other resources". In an attempt to be positive, the evaluator's choice of language has made the 

comments ineffective. 



Positive and Negative Statements 

What became increasingly apparent as 1 read through each report was the congratulatory tone. Al1 

but one of the reports read in parts Wte a thank you note to the teacher. Harold Guthrie and Donald 

Willower (1 973) observed this same phenornenon in their study of Pennsylvanian teaching reports 

and aptly narned it "the ceremonid congratulation". The sumaries were very positive and 

laudatory. These are typical examples: "We suggest he clone himself"; "Ms. A. is a real breath of 

fresh air on our staff"; "Hopefiilly, most of our new people wili be iike Mrs. B. "; "Mrs. E. has 

been a fine asset to our staff and 1 wish her continued success"; "Ms. D. is an outstanding teacher 

and a valued member of School D's sta£f"; and "1 have consistently been impressed by her 

bac kground, know ledge, ski11 and sound judgment". The most fiequently repeâted statement in 12 

of the reports was that a teacher was "an asset" to the school. While the principal should be 

applauded for rnaking such encouraging comments to their st&, there is a lack. of critical 

statements. It seems that the administrator has an entirely different purpose in teacher evaluation 

than merel y improving instruction or encouraging pro fessionai growth. The principal, as an 

instructional leader, is keenly aware of the impact that his or her statements might make on 

individual teachers. If the principal is considered supportive and appreciative, teachers may in tum 

be more of an advocate of his or her administration- 

The only purely negative statements were found in one report of a teacher-librarïan: "Ms. Y. 

doesn't enforce the total silence rule"; " . . . sometimes there has been a lack of communication 

with the Head which has caused concems . . . ."; "It is recommended that Ms. Y. communicate 

more openly and fiequently with her Department Head". In this single case, the principal stated 

two problems with the teacher's effectiveness and made a specific suggestion on how she could 

improve her performance. Referred to previously, this teacher's four paragraph response to the 

specific cnticisms in her submitted report stated that she had only been informed once of a total 

silence rule and that she felt that she cornmunicated regularly with her department head. Perhaps 

this one negative evaluation illustrates one of the barriers that evaluators face. If the evaluator is 

critical in a written report, a teacher has every right to refute the observations and suggestions 

made, unless they are of such a serious nature as to be considered gross incompetence and thus 



they become subject to more serious Board policies and procedures. 

Positive Observations 

I must admit that 1 was surprised by the extent and variety of problems evident in the written 

reports. 1 expected the majority to be detailed, professional and helpful accounts of a teacher's 

abilities accompanied by specific attaiaable suggestions for improvement with a reasonable plan 

for current professional growth. What 1 read was disappointing in these regards; however, there 

were some positive exceptions to note. The increase in the number of classroom visitations points 

to many administrators recognizing the complexity of the teacher assessment task and being 

willing to place an increasing cornmitment of time into these assessments. Another positive trend 

was that two elementary school principals referred to a teacher's habit of making relevant parental 

contact. This is an area of professionalism that 1 feel should be assessed. 

1 could characterize six of the reports as exemplary since the evaluators backed up a majority of the 

statements they made conceming the teacher's performance with detailed references to the lesson 

that they observed. Two or three of the evaluatoa used observable critena solely for making an 

assessment and avoided vague and questionable statements about teacher personality. These 

findings reflect fundamental differences among principals in observational ski11 and ability to judge 

teacher performance (Medley & Coker, 1987). 

As mentioned previously, four elementary teachers wrote positive comments on the fiont of the 

teacher report stressing how the process had been beneficial for them. Oniy through a focus 

interview could it be determined whether these teachers actually felt professional growth had 

occurred or that they were merely reciprocating the "thank you" phenorner& ill&trated in the 

report. 

1 was left to wonder how usehl these written report were to the teacher in promoting awareness 

and enabling professional growth if there were so many flaws and differences in criteria, svle and 

focus. Performance appraisals are intended to yield usefùl information to the person being 

appraised (Musella, 1988). 

Obviously, whether the information is used to assist the appraisee to kprove 



performance, or whether the information is used for record-keeping and administrative 
decision-making, the information must be valid (job-related and purpose-related), 
reliable (consistent and verZable), and usefiil in fûrthering goal-directed change 
resulting in improved organizational effectiveness. (p. 182) 

The reports seemed more of fiizality than part of an important process. Echoing McLuhan's famous 

insight about the medium being the message, Musella (1988) observed that choosing the form of 

communication relates to its purpose. A written report that is signed, duplicated and placed in a 

teacher's officia1 file has a purely summative role. The written report's purpose can be to serve as 

an immediate reward and or punishment for the teacher. If this Board wants to facilitate goal- 

directed change instead of just record-keeping, significant education and direction is needed for the 

evaluators in addition to increased participation by the teachers. A sound appraisa! policy in print is 

not a guarantee that the information collected and utilized meets the criteria of reiiability, validity 

and usefulness (Musella, 1988). 

Additional Areas of Study 

There are countless potential areas for M e r  consideration that were not within the scope of this 

paper that would add to the understanding of teacher evaluation. An examination of any trends 

towards punitive teacher evaluation in regards to non-adherence with board philosophies, 

expectations and policies could be analyzed. In order to gain a ciearer picture on the entire process 

of assessment data, written and verbal exchanges of an evaluator and evaluatee through the entire 

assessment process could be documented. A comparison of teachers' attitudes towards formal 

evaluation is needed. An analysis of the training techniques in formal assessment practices for 

administrators rnay reveal interesting trends. Videotaping severd classroom observations and 

compaing them to the resulting written report would highlight many problems in subjective 

written accounts. Examining a chronological sequence of teacher reports over an entire career to 

note patterns in the comments and the type of growth plans, for instance, rnay serve as one way to 

ascertain the validity of teacher assessment as a helpfiil process to teachers. A revealing 

comparison of written teacher reports fiom unionized and non-unionized staff may divulge notable 

differences. Finally, a consideration of many factors that might effect teacher evaluation policies 

that exist outside of the school, such as the relative strength of teaching unions, the state of the 



economy and the actions taken by a Minisûy of Education may reveal more about the intent of the 

process as pedagogical or political. 

Legislated Changes that Reflect Educational Paradigms in Ontario 

As examined previously in this paper, the progressive ideas and practices of the 1960s and 1970s 

were abandoned by some ministries and boards of education due to a perceived failure in the public 

and political arenas; they were replaced by conservative measures such as a reduction in optional 

courses in secondas- schools, more standardized testing and a r e m  to "the basics". A 1993 

public opinion poll by the Angus Reid Group found that Canadians overwhelmingly supported a 

"back to basics" approach to teaching the hdamentals of iiteracy and numeracy, skiIis training 

and technology education (cited in Dunning, 1997). New emphasis on standarïzed outcornes and 

core subjects are reflected in the Ontario Mkistry of Education's new curriculum fiom 

kindergarten to grade nine. The Conservative government, led by Mike Harris and then Minister of 

Education Dave Johnson, promote "rigorous core curriculum", "high standards", "school to work 

programs" and "increased tirne on math, science, English, and technology". Ron Manzer (1994) 

was correct in his assessrnent of the 1990s as shifting away fiom the ethical liberal ideology that 

guided policies of the tate 1960s and early 1970s towards technological iiberalism in a quest for 

educational excellence. 

The demands for educational accountability seem to point to the continuation of teacher evaluation 

as a way to maintain minimum competency standards (Stodolsky; 1984, Haefele; 1992; 

Shinkfield, 1994). Both the Conservative Ministries of Education in Canada of the late 1990s, 

notably in Ontario and Alberta, in an effort to dernonstrate fiscal responsibility, are questioning 

teacher professionalism, promoting a back-to-basics curriculum and implemeniing new province 

wide testing. A charter dated April 19, 1999 f?om the Premier's Office ou thed  this return to 

conservatism. This, me Charter of Education Rights and Responsibilities is a traditional treatisc 

on education for citizenship that might have been written in educational policies for turn of the last 

century Canadian schoolhouses. The text outlines the responsibilities of students, teachers and 

parents in the education system. The charter m e r  highlights the beiief that there was a t h e  in 

the past when there was more discipline in the classroom: 



There was a thne when respect, responsibility and discipline were more M y  rooted 
in society than they are today. These principles must be restored in our communities, 
and the best place to start restoring them is with Ontario's youth. While these values are 
best taught at home, governent can help by using the education system to teach 
respect for oneself, respect for the rights of  others, and respect for the responsibilities 
of citizenship. (cited in a Canadian News Release, April20, 1999) 

As students in Ontario become more "disciplined", the results of their learning and the 

corresponding performance of the teacher and the school will be tested in core subjects in every 

grade. 

Standardized tests are one of the most accurate and reliable ways to masure student 
achievements and identify the areas where a better job of teaching needs to be done- 
That's why, despite opposition, the Harris govemment introduced standardized, 
province-wide tests in the core subjects of math, language and science in grades 3 and 
6, with grade 9 to follow. Now that the test results are public, parents have a much 
clearer picture of whether their school is meeting the needs of their children. Being 
able to compare one school to another is just the first step. Parents should also knuw 
what the lowest-performing schools are dobg about their shortcomings. (cited in a 
Canadian News Release, April20, 1999) 

Ontario schools are legislated to return to the 1920s and 1930s focus on standardized measurement 

as a way to categorize, stream students and become generally more accountable. Ostensibly, 

cornparisons between schools will follow the cornpetitive business model. The charter also States 

that students will not longer be promoted to the next grade level for any other reason than 

measurable acadernic achievement. These policies refbte educational progressivism. The 

government also plans to begin the testing of teachers to gain standardized summative evaluation 

of practitioners: 

The quality of a child's teacher can moke or break that child's education. We have 
excellent teachers in Ontario but the world is changing rapidly and we've got to make sure 
al1 teachers are keeping up. They must have the up-to-date skills, training and knowiedge 
to put our students at the top. It's common sense to make sure that Ontario's teachers are 
the best-qualified and skilled professionals. Working with the College of Teachers, the 
govemment will require al1 Ontario teachers to participate in a testing program to stay up 
to date, and require al1 teachers to take and pass recertification examinations every three to 
five years. 

Radio ads were more specific in adding that teachers who do not p a s  the standardized test must 

attend sumrner workshops in preparation for a retest. Phyllis Benedict, the President of the 

Elernentary Teachers' Federation of Ontario, seemed surprised by the Ministry's plans, as seen in 



her press release announcement: 

nie  College, in a broadly consultative process, has been examining all aspects of teacher 
training and qualification. The announcement today, by the Premier and the Minister, 
was made without any consultation with teachers, with theu federations or, apparently, 
with the College. 

It will be interesting to examine how relations between the College, teachea' unions and the 

Ministry change in regards to the introduction and implementation of forma1 teacher tests. The 

Iiberal tendencies of Canadian education, as professed oy Manzer (1994) are being replaced by 

more conservative policies. Teacher assessment may no longer require a clasroom Visitation but 

will also include a set of written tests. 

While an increasing number educational theorists advocate for a shift in s u p e ~ s i o n  away from 

traditional roles based on authonty and inspection towards a philosophy that stresses employee 

participation in setting professional goals, this philosophy was not found to be in practice in the 

Board that 1 studied and will be difficult to impiement soon in any Ontario public school boards. 1 

predict that many of these political changes in the education system, as outlined below, might make 

it increasingly difficult for supervisors to pursue a collaborative growth model. 

New legislation stipulates more of a managerial role for school administrators and moves them 

away fkom their progressive roles as master practitioners and curriculum leaders. Bill 160, passed 

in 2998, withdrew members of administration fiom teachers' unions in Ontario. Their duties 

remain with budgeting and maintainhg curriculum standards and accountability. A principal or 

vice principal who is no longer subject to the values, niles and policies of their peers' union will 

perhaps feel more inclined to use summative assessment and other methods of coercive power on 

their workers. Many principals are finding it difficult to now facilitate change in a school system 

in which they are now dehed  as management. 1 know of a minimum of 5 vice principals who 

considered resigning their position to remain as part of a union. Concems remain as to how they 

will manage the Minishy's demands for mandated teacher testing and still facilitate professional 

growth. 

The small sample of reports fkom this Board iliustrated a curious hybrid of the historical 



educational paradigms fkom previous eras. The classroom observation, void of any tnie focus on 

professional development, miacks of the inspectorate era of Ontario education over 120 years ago. 

The use of general assessment ratings and the problematic criteria used in teacher evduation 

policies were reminiscent of the scientific and technologicai thnist in education in the 1920s and 

1930s. The stated purposes of this Board's evaluation policy cornbined the Ianguage of business 

management of the 1990s (e-g., " . . . to maximize the effectiveness of teacbg st*) with 

humanist ideals of the 1960s (e.g., "Today's educator should be a self assured and caring person 

with hi& self-esteem"). While the language declaring the purposes of teacher evaluation has 

become increasingly humanist-oriented and developmental, the actuai practices and policies have 

yet to follow and still remain largely coercive and bureaucratie in practice. There needs to be more 

attention to revision and updating the newest theones in appraisal (Lawton, 1988). 

If formal evaluations must remain for ali teachers, for political or pedagogical reasons, change in 

this Board and many others should be considered in the training of those who are the evaluators in 

teacher assessment. Every aciministrator should be made aware of the inherent problems in teacher 

evaluation that 1 have detailed f?om the sample reports and given explicit guidelines on how to 

avoid these problems. Some of the areas that deserve considerable training, reflection and practice 

should include avoiding generalizations, preventing a mere congratulatory tone, reporting in an 

unbiased manner on male and female teachers, making unsubstantiated daims, outweighing 

extracurricular contributions as cornpared to classroom performance and using criteria effectively. 

There needs to be some way to assess if the s u p e ~ s o r y  program actually results in improved 

performance. And most importantly for implementation, there must to be adequate time and 

financial resources allocated to support these changes. 

The Board also should have training to reconsider chosen criteria. Often the critena were vague, 

immeasurable and did not correspond to their stated purposes of teacher evaluation. In the crucial 

process of definhg the miteria for effective learning and teaching, David Pratt's (1987) 

examination of the results of statewide testing in the United States made it possible to examine 

those schools that were at the high and low extreme in tenns of student learning. The 



characteristics that were typical of effective instructional settings inciude such factors as: a 

positive, orderly atmoçphere; a clear acadernic focus; collegial planning of curriculum; active 

student involvement in leaniuig; high student time-on-ta&; and appropriate difficulty of 

instruction. Policy makers and adrninstrators would be well advised to use extensive educational 

research such as Pratt's in redenning clear, valid and reliable criteria for teacher assessment while 

shunning questionable critena such as extra curricular involvement and personality traits. This 

Board also needs to rework in procedures in order to deveIop a balance between teacher practicd 

autonorny and collaboration thr0ug.h the assessment process. 

As recently as 1970, ody 37 percent of Canadian elementary and secondary teacher heid university 

degrees. By 1990, that proportion had risen to 80 percent (Canadian Education Statistics Council 

cited in Dunning, 1997, p. 43). With this important change in the qualifications of teachers as one 

of several important factors to consider, many educators and superintendents that 1 have spoken 

with think that the focus of formal evaluation should only be on the incompetent few and novice 

teachers. Researchers Iike Erlandson and Bifano (1 987), S hinkfield (1 994) and Airasian and Aden 

(1993) agree. Teachers who receive poor reports should be prescribed assistance that refiects their 

needs (Bridges, 1986). 1 reiterate my belief that suxnmative assessment, through teacher self 

reflection, peer review, portfolio submission, peer mentoring, student feedback and specific and 

realistic growth plans that are supported by an administrator would provide a valuable experience 

for a teacher. By exploring teaching practice both privately and along with peer support, red 

change and learning is more likely to occur for the teacher. 

In sum, since the early 1870s, teacher evaluation has often been perceived by classroom teachers as 

being in conflict with several goals central to the teaching profession, namely, increased 

professional status and increased autonomy in classroom practice. Teachers have often questioned 

the purposes, techniques and results of having their effectiveness assessed. The correspondence of 

administrators through more than a century of educational change has also been critical of the 

enonnous time cornmitment required to perform a task of questionable validity (Haefele, 1992). 

Teacher and administrators alike question the effectiveness of evaluating competent teachers year 

after year (Hickcox, 1989). While definitions of good teaching have only changed modestly since 

the 1870s (from disciplinarian to patiiot to facilitator), the purposes and processes of evaluation 



have not radicaliy altered (Varga, 1991). Classroom observations, held in isolation from other 

possible criteria, have never been a reliable basis for evaluation, since no clear relationship exists 

between the leaming process and teaching behaviours (Hickcox, 1981). Evaluating expenenced 

teachers in its current fom, as reflected in the sample that 1 have examined, seerns merely a 

bureaucratic control of teaching. The watchfiil eye of the inspecter is now the bureaucratic 

formali ty of the adrninistrator. 
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